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commentary J efferson's Future
William W . Bodine, Jr.
Ch a irman o f t h e Boa rd of Trustees
It is difficult for me to communicate with you at this particular
tim e without a measure of int rospection. In 1959, I first entered
into the service of Jefferson- a young up start President whose
knowl edge of medical educa tion was severely limited . As a native
of this area, I had, of course, known and recogni zed Jefferson as
an essential part of the Phil adelphia communi ty, and had long
heard of its national reputation as a leading training ground for
physicians , but I had had littl e personal contact with the institution.
Looking ba ck, I am amazed that I had the audacity to think that
I could provide the leadership you wanted and needed. How ever,
when I was invited to come I came, and in one way or another,
Jefferson has occupied a majo r part of my life over the past
thirteen years.
Jefferson is hardl y the same institu tion that it was in 1959.
Perhaps . the greatest changes have been intangible, such as the
quality of teachers and stude nts alike, but the tangible ones are
easier to describe. Th e most visible changes are, of course, in the
physical faciliti es. Wh en I look aro und the campus today, I see
that the most striking buildings and more than fifty percent of the
campus ar ea did not exist in 1959. As a result of the tremendous
teamwork of the trustees, alumni, faculty, staff, students, friends,
and agencies of govem ment, there has been crea ted at Jefferson
an entirely new campus and an entirely new way of academic life.
I daresay that most of the major elements-the student housin g,
the expanded library, the student commons, the basic science
faciliti es, and oth er major assets which we have today- were hardly
dreamed of by most alumni of earlier yea rs. No president could
take credit for such accomplishments. At best, he could have
served only as a cata lyst to the forces that must be brought to-
gether for the accompli shment of such a program. There is one
achievement, however, for which [ will take direct credit-I helped
to select your curre nt President and his staff, who have already
demonstrated enormous capabi lities and from whom we expect
much in the future.
One hears a grea t deal tod ay about the social effects of "rising
expectations." The theory is that it is human nature to expect more
as one acquires more. Perhaps this is parti ally responsible for the
extensive public concem which is being shown tod ay for medicin e
and medi cal care. It seems apparent that the time is rapidly ap-
proaching when public pressures will demand the assuranc e that
every citizen of this nation is provided ad equate medical care. It is
not yet clear how this will be achieved, but it does seem certain
that Jefferson will be intimately involved in the pro cess- we hop e
and expect as one of the leaders in developing innovative pro-
grams and new techniques for nation al implementa tion . We are
all awa re of the many ways in which this movement is taking place.
There are many different ideas being considered tod ay by the
Congress. Medicare and Med icaid , initi ated several years ago,
have become a part of the system of medical care. Recent legisla-
tion has provided for a major expansion in federal support of medi-
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Jefferson's Next Decade:
Report of the Master Planning Committee
by George M. Norwood, Jr.
A working session of the Mast er Planning Committee. From left William W. Bodine, [r., Chairman of the Board, Willia m P. Davis,
Ill, Trustee, Stanley K. Graham , Vic e-President for Development, William F. Kellow, M.D. , Dean and Vi ce-President , Ab raham
E. RakotJ, M.D. '37, Professor ot Obst etrics and Gynecology, John W. Goldschmidt, M.D. '54, Dean of the College of Allied Health
Sciences, Peter A. Herbu t, M.D., President of Th omas JetJerson University , Mrs. Barbara F. Atkinson '74, Frederic L. Ballard,
Esq ., Trustee and Committee Chairman, George M . Norwood, lr-, V ice-President for Planning, Thomas D. Duane, M.D., Professor
of Ophthalmology and Chairman of the Department, Mrs. Samu el M . V . Ham ilton , Trustee, Lawrence Abrams, Assistant Dean of
the College of Allied Health Sciences, Robert C. Baldridge, Ph.D., Dean of th e College of Graduate Studies, Harry W. Unruh, Vice -
President for Business and Finance, Francis ]. Sweeney, M. D. '51, Vi ce-President for Health Services, and Robert L. Brent, M.D.,
Professor of Ped iatrics and Chairman of the Departm ent.
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In nea rly one hundred fifty years,
Jefferson has grown from an adjunct
of a small rural college to a major
medical school and is now the corner-
stone of a unique medically-
oriented University. Yet the goal of
the institu tion has remained consis-
tent , expanding and adapting to the
modem environment. Thom as
Jefferson University has assumed as
its purpose "to contribute to the ad-
vancement of the health sciences
through the education and trainin g of
people, the search for new knowledge
and the rend ering of health services
as a part of its clinical teaching."
When the transition to university
statu s was announce d, the trustees,
adm inistrative officers and depart-
ment heads elected to establish a
Committee on Master Planning to
consider the current position of the
Unive rsity and to begin to chart its
future direction. For two years the
Committee has investigated and dis-
cussed all aspects of Jefferson's ac-
tivity : academic programs, community
services , patient care, facilities and
Mr. Norwood was appointed to th e
newly created position of V ice-
President for Planning in July 1970.
Prior to th is he served for five years as
Vi ce-President for Business and
Finance.
personnel. On the basis of this inven-
tory, the Committee has formulated
tentative plans for the future and is
now prepared to test the validi ty of
these hypotheses in the Jefferson
community. With each proposal, we
must ask whether it is desirable,
whether it is in the best interests of
the University and if so, whether it is
feasible.
An obvious forum in which to dis-
cuss these plans is that of the Alumni
Association. It is essential that the
general alumni feeling be solicited on
important questions that will in-
fluence Jefferson's image and develop-
ment du ring the next decade. Progress
and expansion will be impossible
without the strenuous support of the
alumni. We ask you to study this
report, evaluate our thinking, com-
ment on the questions. Alumni
opinion, expressed verbally or in .
writing, will be seriously considered
by the Committee.
Jefferson has never shrunk from
cha llenge; it has never shirked re-
sponsibility. Tod ay Jefferson must
face the crisis in the delivery of
health care in this country; it must
strive to restore public confidence in
medicine. Because of the traditional
emphasis on clinica l excellence, Jef-
ferson can more easily expand the
production of tra ined health man-
power and provide leadership for the
delivery of health services in the
community.
One consideration is the increased
enrollment for the Medical College
and Graduate School. A parallel de-
velopment is pro jected for the College
of Allied Health Sciences, providing
technical support to clinicians and re-
searchers. New concepts of health
care delivery are being developed and
new facilities planned to accommo-
date them.
Jefferson must meet the challenge
yet it must not jeopardize its standard
of excellence by too rapid an expan-
3
sion. Evaluation of th e programs out-
lined below must include considera-
tion of desirability and feasibility, the
effect upon th e various facets of the
Uni versity and upon the institution
as a whole.
Jefferson, first and foremost, is an aca-
demic institution. Its primary purpose
since 1824 has been to train physi-
cians. Its primary purpose in 1972
continues to be th e training of skilled
health personnel. Th e University now
consists of three major academic
divisions: Jefferson Medical College,
th e College of Graduate Studies and
the College of Allied Health Sciences.
The traditions and standards of th e
Medical College, th e sixth largest in the
country, will dom inate th e University
for years to come. Since its inception
Jefferson has been recognized as a
school which trains physicians skilled
and dedicated to th e treatment of
th e sick. Biological and medical re-
search have been secondary, although
during th e last ten or fifteen years
gains have been achieved in th e im-
plementation of research programs
among th e faculty and the develop-
ment of a graduate program in th e
basic sciences. The emphasis for th e
training of candidates for the M.D.
degree continues to be in th e clinical
area.
While Jefferson Hospital is an im-
portant training laboratory for the
College, more than half of the clinical
instruction is provided by a group of
affiliated hospitals with a large
number of part-time and voluntary
faculty. Compared with other medical
schools, Jefferson has very limited
financi al resources, particularly for a
school with an enrollment of 810
students. The presence of the volun-
teer clinical teachers in both Jefferson
Hospital and the affiliated hospitals is
essential for academic programs now
and in the future. The contributions
in clinical teaching from this segm ent
of th e faculty have not be en ad e-
quately recognized and appreciated ,
particularly in recent times.
The stu dent body of th e Medical
College is strong and capable. This
year Jefferson received just under
4
3900 applications for the 223 places
in th e September class, a ratio of
approximately one to seventeen.
Coll ege grad es and MCAT scores of
th e entering students are very high.
Approximately seventy percent of th e
students are from Pennsylvania
although only one third of th e appli-
cants come from th e Commonwealth.
In th e last ten years , concern about
the inadequacy of health care de-
livery in the United States has been
steadily mounting. Many studies of
the problems have been published
recently. Significant among these was
th e report of th e Carnegie Commis-
sion for Higher Education entitled
"Higher Education and th e Nation's
Health" published in 1970. Recogni-
zing that increased productivity of
trained health manpower is a pre-
requisite to an adequate health serv-
ice, the report recommends that th e
fed eral government provide greatly
increased funds for th e training of
such personnel. Legislation for this
purpose recently has been enacted by
Congress.
Th e majority of studies reveal that
th e shortage of primary care phy-
sicians is largely responsible for the
present crisis . One of th e main th eses
of both th e Carnegie report and th e
new manpower legislation is th e need
for increased production of family
physicians. In spite of th e traditional
emphasis at Jefferson on the clinical
asp ects of medicine, the proportion of
graduating students indicating an in-
terest in family or community medi-
cine has been steadily declining until
at present it represents no more than
on e third of th e new graduates. The
oth er graduates tend to move toward
clinical specialties.
Since primary care is a main ele-
ment of th e national health crisis ,
Jefferson is working to revamp its
pro grams to stimulate interest in the
field. One recommendation is that the
student body be substantially ex-
panded, perhaps by as mu ch as fifty
percent, and th at strenuous efforts
be mad e to train th ese new numbers
of stu dents in family medicine. This
would require major reorg anizational
efforts in th e curriculum, the clinical
teaching programs and th e use of
facili ties presently available. In order
to achieve such reorderin g, trends in
developing health care systems must
be anticipa ted so that the new train-
ing may be adapted to it. Th e Car-
negie Commission also has suggested
that th e length of time requi red for
college-medical school education be
reduced from th e present eight yea rs.
This would require serious recon-
side ra tion of th e present medical
school curriculum.
Graduate stu dies lead ing to the
master of science and th e doctor of
philosophy degrees were initiat ed at
Jefferson in 1949. In 1968 th e Board of
Trustees establishe d a separate Col-
lege of Graduate Studies. Its facul ty
is shared with th e Basic Sciences Di-
vision of th e Medical School. Growth
in th e scope of graduate studies has
been modest but continuous. Today
th ere are approximately one hundred
stu dents and about twelve degrees
are awarded each yea r. While th e
graduate program has been and con-
tinues to be almost a by-product of
medical education, th e presence of
graduate education and research
provides valuable enrichment of pro-
grams in th e basic sciences. The
training of th ese new scientists is an
important contribution to th e national
need for health manpower.
Under consideration is th e possi-
bility of doubling the Graduate
Sch ool enrollment during the next
decad e. Establishment of at least
seven new endowed professorships
has been proposed to accommodate
such expansion. Th ese professors
would be primarily involved in the
development of the graduate program
but also would contribute signifi-
can tly to medical education. In ad-
dition, it has been recommended that
as new faculty members are selected
for the graduate school , consideration
be given to individual interests and
capabilities for providing graduate
instruction, not only in existing fields
but in areas such as bio-mathematics,
biophysics, neurosciences and cellular,
developmental and reproductive
biology.
However, the most compelling need
of the College of Graduate Studies is
fellowship funds for students. An
effort must be made to raise a sub-
stantial sum annually in order to
attract the most capable students.
In January 1967 th e Coll ege of
Allied Health Sciences was created to
establish a reorganized program in
the area of paramedical studies.
Existing programs in the Hospital
were transferred to the new Coll ege
to form a nucl eus for the develop-
ment of undergraduate professional
education in th e health sciences.
Presently th ere are four academic
programs with an enrollment of
approximately 600 students:
1. School of Nursing: three-year
diploma program.
2. School of Practical Nursing: one-
year certificate program.
3. School of Radiological Technology:
two-year certificate program.
4. School of Medical Technology:
a. Histologic Technology-one-
year certificate program.
b. Cytotechnology-third year
certificate program.
c. Medical Technology-third
year and fourth year, bac-
calaureate program.
In the fall of 1972, fifty students will
enter Jefferson for a new baccalau-
reate program in nursing.
Th e innovative conc ept of th e
College of Allied Health Sciences is
"paced educational progress." This
plan provides for the development of
a series of undergraduate "core"
cours es which will be required of all
stu dents enrolled in the College.
Admission requirements are bas ed on
academic qualifications, general
capability and motivation towards
a career in the health professions. As
th e student progresses through th e
core curriculum, he can discern his
special interests as the faculty ob-
serves and evaluates his general capa-
bilities. With guidance and counseling
th e student can move comfortably
into the particular academic curricu-
lum best suited to his interests.
Th e administrative staff and several
faculty members have made plans for
th e implementation of this program.
At present budgetary support is pro-
vided principally from hospital allo-
cations based on value of services
rendered to patients by th e students.
Steps must be taken as quickly as pos-
sible to develop separate resources for
thi s academic program in order to
relieve hospital patients of the cost
of such training.
Th ese concepts and developments
are especially suitable to a medically-
oriented university. Coordinated
clinical teaching for students in sev-
eral disciplines, which eventually will
make up the "team" for delivery of
health care, is necessary and appro-
priate. Here, also, is a vehicle which
enables Jefferson to serve its urban
community by providing opportuni-
ties for disadvantaged students to
find a productive and satisfying
health career.
Adequate funding would permit
the student body to increase from
the present 500 students to 1400
students in 1980. Funds also must be
secured for the addition of new
faculty members and for the
acquisition of approximately 150,000
square feet of new academic space.
Discussion incident to the inception
of Thomas Jefferson University in-
cluded, among other issues, new
The presence of the
volunteer clinical
teachers in both
Jefferson Hospital
and the
affiliated hospitals
is essential for academic
programs now
and in the future.
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The establishment of a
new dental education
program in a private
university such as
Thomas Jefferson
University would be
impossible without the
anticipated availability
of extensive operating
support from newly
funded programs of
the government.
acade mic programs in the health
sciences which would be appropriat e
for the Univ ersity in th e future. A cur-
riculum in dentistry was considered
a likely possibility.
Renewed consideration of dental
medicine as a priority program was
stimulated by the publication of th e
Carnegie Report, which stated: "The
Commission recommends . .. the
number of dental school entrants
should be increased at least to 5000
by 1976 and to 5400 by 1980."
At.the present time a feasibility
study, authorized by the Board of
Trustees, is being conducted under
the direction of President Peter A.
Herbut to determine if Jefferson
should attempt to develop a
curriculum in dental medicine.
Th e following concepts for a Col-
lege of Dental Medicine at Thomas
Jefferson Univ ersity have been gen-
erallyestablished :
1. Acceleration of dental education:
three years aft er the baccalau -
reate degree, five years com-
bined with undergraduate
liberal arts .
2. Integration of basic science and
clinical education throughout
the curriculum.
3. Combination of dental education
with medical education
throughout the curriculum.
4. Establishment of outreach model
dental clinics in the com-
munity as teaching and service
units.
5. Integration of dental education
with hospita l experience during
dental education and after
gradua tion by means of an
internship program.
6. Evo lution of a comb ined DDM-
Ph.D. program during dental
educa tion and a straight Ph .D.
program af ter graduation, for
those students who are
academically oriented .
7. Integration of paradental with
dental educa tion from the out-
set, with the establishment of
auxiliary course work at the
cer tificate, associate degree,
6
Chairman Ballard discusses Jefferson's role in the delivery of health care . . .
baccalaureate degree, and
master's degree levels.
8. Institution of a regional continu-
ing dental education program,
similar to the present program
in medical education, open to
all dental and paradentaI.per-
sonnel in the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania and the Dela-
ware Valley.
A significant portion of the require-
ments for the new dental program
could be provided by the present
basic science departments. However,
a dental education building will be
necessary to provide space for basic
science education, faculty and student
facilities and basic clinical training
facilities.
The establishment of a new dental
education program in a private uni-
versity such as Thomas Jefferson
University would be impossible
without the anticipated availability
of extensive operating support from
newly funded programs of the federal
government. All contingency plans
in this area of the University are
dependent upon implementation of
these federal programs.
A medically-oriented university must
assume and demonstrate responsi-
bility for service programs in patient
care and exercis e leadership in the
community in the development of the
delivery of health care. This responsi-
bility traditionally has been the
function of Jefferson Hospital. During
recent years steps have been taken
to provide extended community serv-
ices in the ar ea of mental health and
child health. Thomas Jefferson Uni-
versity can be especially effective in
these service activities.
Health care is the acknowledged
right of every citizen. Federal fund-
ing programs are being reori ented
away from basic medical research
and toward applied research pro-
grams of health care delivery. Steps
which have been taken toward gov-
ernmental financing of medical care,
such as Medicare and Medicaid, have
reduced the number of citizens who
must rely on free or public clinics for
health care. Rapid increases in the
cost of medi cal care during the last
several years have produced an
aroused citizenry. Governments,
responding, have initi ated new forms
of pressure for grea ter produ ctivity,
more efficient utili zation and operat-
ing economies.
As medical knowledge has ex-
panded , and as public demands have
increased, the solo, indi vidual prac-
tice of medicine has attracted a
smaller proportion of physicians.
Group practice, in various forms, has
become increasingly popular, and
this trend is likely to continue.
... as (from left) President Herbut , Dean Goldschmidt, Dr. Rakoff and Dean Kellow listen.
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A major consideration at Jefferson
is the bett er utiliz ation of other good
hospitals for teaching. Perhaps the
University should initiate planning
for the developm ent of a group or a
"consortium" of hospitals and clinics
in which patient care is organized on
three levels, primary, secondary, and
tertia ry. A key member of the
group would be Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital's proposed Clini-
cal Teachin g Facility which would
provide largely tertiary, or the most
sophisticated medical care, and would
receive its pati ents primarily on a re-
ferra l basis from the other areas of the
system. Jefferson also would continue
to contribute to other elements of the
system at other levels.
Oth er memb ers of the consortium
would be a group of acute general
hospitals, selected on the basis of
their potential strengths as members,
geographic suitability and willingness
to participate. The basic roster of
members would be the hospitals with
which Jefferson now has, or is de-
veloping, affiliation agreements. Other
members would be required in
order to provide increased faciliti es
and personn el for teach ing and to
enable the group to pro vide coordi-
nated, comprehensive health care for
the portions of the population for
which it will become responsible.
Each of the member hospitals, includ-
ing Jefferson, would be responsible
for the health care of a population
segment and would operate a number
of ambulatory care centers for pri-
mary care placed in strategic
locations to pro vide that service.
The entire system would be used for
education and training of Jefferson
students on a coordinated
basis. A significant task would be
the development of a faculty mem-
bership with full participation
throughout the system. Faculty mem-
bers would be allowed to enjoy many
kinds of comfortabl e relationships
with the University , but a guiding
principle would provide for equitable
monetary compensation for services ,
especia lly for participation in the
educational program.
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Mr. Bodine (left) and Mr. Davis at planning session.
Jefferson Hospital has long been an
effective laboratory for the clinical
teaching of medical students, nursing
students, and students in the other
fields which now make up the College
of Allied Health Sciences. It also has
been the instrument by which Jef-
ferson has pro vided service to the
Philadelphia community.
The hospital is seriously handi-
capped by obsolete quarters which
must be replaced. Construction of a
new Clinical Teaching Facility has
been a high priority consideration of
the Board of Trustees for several
years. Preliminary planning for such a
facility has moved forwa rd and gen-
eral concepts have been reviewed
with members of the Jefferson family.
This new hospital would provide an
optimum setting for educational
activities and a level of amenity that
would attract the support of an ap-
propriate community of patients .
Limited in size to Jefferson's teaching
needs, the facility will offer a full
spectrum of inpatient, ambulatory,
and out-reach care services, respect
the cultural and economic interests of
the neighboring community and will
support the health care and educa-
tional goals implicit in developin g
national policy. A single standard of
care organized into units relat ed to
physiologic systems, with single room
accommodations, physician offices,
and emergency and other clinics will
be offered.
Studies that preced ed these con-
cepts were first reviewed in 1970 and
verify the feasibility and desirability
of most of the characteristics de-
scribed abo ve. A complete presenta-
tion will be made in the Alumni Bul-
letin in the near future.
The University always has been
located in central Philadelphia. Its
present address at Eleventh and
Walnut Streets offers the great advan-
tage of maximum accessibility for
communication and transportation.
For many years the location offered
the Significant disadvantage of inade-
quate land space for the College's
activities. Surrounded by dense urban
commercial activities, the College has
been unabl e to expand becaus e of
high real estate values. Approximately
twenty years ago, through the mech-
anism of urban renewal , the city of
Philadelphi a made provision for
Jefferson to acquire two additional
city blocks for developm ent. Acquisi-
tion of these sites for new physical
facilities was made in 1959 and the
forty-one million dollar developm ent
program was completed with the
occupancy of the Scott Library in
1970. Approximately half of the new
land provided by the Redevelopm ent
Authority has been used.
Through the generosity of the
Commonwealth, Jefferson Hall was
completed in 1968. The upper floors
contain the basic science departments
and the first three floors contain ade-
quate recreational faciliti es for both
now and the future. The Scott Library
now possesses 60,000 volumes with
space for 125,000. The physical assets
of the library also are consid ered
adequate for the future although the
general nature of the facility will need
broadening to accommodate the new
program s. The Orlowitz Residence
Hall , occupied in 1968, represents
Jefferson's first venture into student
housing and has been eminently
successful. Plans are underway to de-
velop additional housing in the block
between Walnut and Locust Streets
cast of Tenth. Th e site, committed by
the Redevelopm ent Authority, will be
available in 1972.
The most urgently needed struc-
ture is the Clinical Teaching Facility
to be located between Tenth and
The hospital is
seriously handicapped
by obsolete quarters
which must be
replaced. Construction
of a new Clinical
Teaching Facility has
been a high priority
consideration of the
Board of Trustees for
several years.
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Eleventh and Sansom and Ch estnut and oth er third parties will be provided by aid from federal
Streets. more stringently apportioned. an d state governments.
The parkin g lot south of the Scott 3. Private institutions, such as 13. o entirely acceptable method of
Library is a temporary use of land. Jefferson, will depend increas- separating costs of graduate
Th e immediate future calls for de- ingly on government for sup- ed ucation from medical edu-
velopmen t of this site for new aca- port of education, but must cation has been developed.
demic faciliti es for the School of strive to secure funds for Assuming that the y place
Denti stry , for Continuing Education enrichment and improvement. equa l demands on Jefferson 's
and perhaps for the College of Allied 4. Th e present financial crisis of the resources, some way must be
Health Sciences. Jefferson learned hospital, resulting from the found for the tuition charges
recentl y that the Philadelphia Elec- excessive burden of unreim- of the graduate student
tric Company is offering for sale the bursed free care, will be re- to be equivalent to those of
twenty-two story Edison Building on solved, and operations will the medical student.
the corner of Ninth and Sansom continue to be sustained by 14. In spite of extensive efforts to-
Streets. This building could be used revenu e from services. How- ward conta ining them , costs
to accommodate some of Jefferson's ever, diverse pressures will of hospit al care will continue
academic and research activities in impose restraints on rapid in- to increase more rapidly than
the future. Among the possibilities are creases in unit costs. the general level of income.
the relocation of the Cardeza Founda- 5. New and enlarged auxiliary and For our purposes the in-
tion to make way for the Clinical affiliated programs will be self creases have been predicted to
Teaching Facility and temporary sustaining and will not drain be abo ut ten per cent per year.
classroom and laboratory faciliti es Jefferson 's basic resources. 15. Both the med ical and dental
for both the College of Allied Health 6. Basic costs for educationa l pro- curricu la will be revised to
Sciences and the School of Denti stry. grams will increase by about allow students to complete
The Administration must decid e if it eight percent per year. professional training within
is in our interest to purchase this 7. F ederal funds for health educa- three ca lenda r years .
facility. tion , recentl y authorized by Extensive consideration has been
the Congress, will become given to Jefferson's anticipated
Even if there were no master plan- available during the next req uirements for space and faciliti es,
ning at Jefferson, it is apparent that several years. as well as prior commitments for par-
grea t new sums of mon ey would be 8. State support of private medical ticipation in redevelopment.
required for the seventi es. Exp endi- education will be continued Th e needs of the next decade may
tures for present programs have and increased and will be ex- be summarized as follows:
reach ed, and even exceed ed , the tended to include programs in 1. Pati ent Care: New Clinical Teach-
level of presently available resources. allied health sciences. ing Facility now being ten-
These costs will continue to rise, 9. It will be necessary and wise for tatively plann ed on authority
hop efully at a more moderate rate, in tuition charges to be main- of the Board of Tru stees.
the years to come. tained at a level which pro- 2. Educat ional Space: Approximately
It is not yet possibl e to determine vides at least the present 400,000 squ are feet required
the tot al operating cost of the pro- proportion of the total expenses to accommoda te the develop-
posed expansion and improvement for student training. ing undergraduate programs.
program. However, to establish a 10. It will be possible to establish a School of dentistry, and Con-
pattern for financial requirements for school of dentistry by means tinuing Educa tion; 250,000
the seventies, the following assump- of an infusion of major support squ are fee t in new buildings
tions have been made: from the federal government. and 150,000 square feet in pur-
11. External forces will require the chased struc tu res.1. Personal income will continue to
elimination of educational pro- 3. Renovations: Th e Fo erderer build-
increase at all levels. Th e
Kiplinger service estimates that
grams and expenses from the ing and the Curtis building
hospital budget. These will be will requ ire conversion to
personal income will double supplanted by undergraduate changed functions.
double by 1980, an annual professional training which is 4. Housing: Three hu ndred apart-
increase of seven percent supported in a traditional ment units for students.
compounded. manner, with the student tui- 5. Park ing: A total of one thousand
2. Recent protests from consumers tion providing more than fifty spaces in parking structures.
and state and fed eral officials percent of required resources. 6. Community Mental Health Cen-
seem to indicate that th e 12. An increasing proportion of the ter : A prior commitment and
health funds from governments expenses of the student will be an urgent need.
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The two years of study and delibera-
tion that went into this report have
helped to identify many issues that
need further study. In ord er to test
the validity of the assumptions and to
determine wheth er they are both de-
sirable and feasible for Jefferson,
significant questions have been posed
to manageabl e groups or task forces
for further exploration. The charge
to each task force is: are the propo-
sals in the best interest of the Uni-
versity? Memb ers have been asked to
call upon every available resource,
both in the institution and outside to
answer this question. Th ey also have
been directed to explore, as widely as
necessary, relat ed fields so that thes e
reports will speak with conviction.
Task force memb ers include repre-
sentation from the Board of Trustees,
faculty, alumni, administrative per-
sonnel and students. The general
alumni now are invited to respond.
Six task forces have been appointed
to study these basic issues: academic
policies, the consortium, the College
of Allied Health Sciences, health care
delivery, the clinical teaching facility
and finances. Each must answer the
question "is it feasible, is it desirable?"
As a participant in the work of the
Master Planning Committee I have
concluded that the process is prob-
ably as valuable as the product. Or-
ganized planning requires disciplin ed
thinking. Because of their ultim ate
significance, conclu sions and recom-
mendation s must be established on
the basis of extensive fact finding ,
opinion sampling and feasibility
evaluation. Whil e Jefferson , as an
independ ent institution, should insist
on choosing its own course, it must
realize and adapt to the trends in the
system of which it is a part. Defining
these trends requires study and good
judgment.
Dr. Duane (second from left) illustrates a point to committee memb ers, (from left ) Mr. Norwood, Mrs. Hamilton, Mr.
Abrams and Mr. Unruh.
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The Kidney
Disease Center
and Dialysis Unit
by Laurence G. Wesson, M.D.
Triumphs in the war against disease come about in many
ways-sometimes by sudden insight or chance discovery,
but more often by the slow accreti on of vast numbers
of small pieces of informa tion. Ma jor advances in the con-
quest of uremia have come about in this last, hard way.
Within the past twenty years technical achievements in
electronics, metallurgy and industrial chemistry have
coalesced with research in biochemistry, hematology and
immunology to achieve dram atic progress in the diagnosis
and treatment of kidney disease. People heretofore
doomed now can live with a reasonable degree of well-
being or can be provided with a healthy, transplanted
kidney. Who would have believed that bilateral nephrec-
tomy, the complete removal of both kidneys, could be
contemplated calmly as a useful therapeuti c procedurel
Quite without its being planned that way, Jefferson has
shared in these achievements and has become a kidn ey
disease center which compares favorably with any in the
Delaware Valley, or outside of it. Because dialysis is the
most important single therapeutic aid available to pati ents
with kidney failure, the Dialysis Unit is the main compo-
nent of the Center.
In 1913 Doctors John J. Abel, Leonard G. Rountree and
B. B. Tu rne r showed that uremic materials such as urea
could be removed from blood by hemodialysis. They led
the blood from dogs through permeable collodion tubing
bath ed in a saline solution then back to the animal. They
used leech extract to prevent blood from clotting in the
tubing..They were ahea d of their time, and much needed
to be done in oth er areas before medicine would be ready
for dia lysis. During the 1940's the concepts of the nutri-
tional, salt and water needs of the uremic pati ents were
finally work ed out. Of equal importanc e was the discovery
during the 1940's and 1950's, and continuing today, of
antibiotics which permit infections to be controlled in
uremic patients .
Dr. Wesson [oined th e]efJerson faculty as Professor of
Medicine and Director of th e Division of Nephrology in
1962. A graduate of Haverford Coll ege and Harvard
Medical School , Dr. W esson has written over sixty articles
on kidn ey function and disease.
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Th e Dialysis Unit in operation.
In 1943 Dr. Willem Kolff, working in Holland during the
German occup ation , developed a clumsy bu t practical
dialysis machine. It consisted of cellophane tubing wound
around a long steel drum which rotated in a tank con-
taining dialysing solutions. Heparin was now available as
an anticoagulant instead of leech extract. At the end of the
war, Dr. Kolff came to the Unit ed States where he con-
tinued his developm ental work. Others such as Doctors
Gordon Murray, Edmund Delorme and Newell Thomas in
Canada and Nils Alwall in Sweden independently
developed similar tubing systems soon after Kolfl's work ;
Leonard Skeggs and Jack Leonards and Fredrik Kiil
described sandwich-like dialysers wherein blood from the
patient passes as a thin film between sheets of cellophane
which separate it from dialysing fluid. By the mid-1950's
the best ideas from various workers had been synthesized
into the hemodialysis coil and membrane systems very
similar to those used today.
At the same time that externa l hemodialysis by Kolff,
Skeggs-Leonards and Kiil systems was being born, others
were working on peritoneal dialysis. A solution of salts and
glucose, usually two liters at a time for an adult, is infused
through a tube (a cannula or catheter) into the abdominal
permits the maximum amount of toxic materials of uremia
to diffuse into the fluid across the peritoneal membrane
lining the cavity with a minimum of disturbance of normal
body chemistry. After twenty to forty minutes the two
liters are drained out to be replaced by two liters of fresh
fluid. As with hemodialysis, practical use of peritoneal
dialysis had to await advances elsewhere, notably in
antibiotics to prevent infection and in suitable materials
for making the cath eters and delivery systems. Becaus e of
its relative simplicity, peritoneal dialysis became widely
used by the mid-1950's to tide patients with acute kidney
failure over their period of short but severe uremia.
Although peritoneal dialysis was used occasionally at
Jefferson during the later 1950's and there was some brief
experimentation with hemodialysis, the origins of our
present kidn ey center were quite different. In 1957 Dr.
James E. Clark '52, becam e interested in problems con-
cerning the adrenal hormone aldosterone. Because of
difficulty in assaying the very low concentrations of blood
aldosterone, he conceived the novel idea of first removing
sufficient quantities of aldosteron e from the blood by
hemodialysis. With research grants from the Smith , Kline
and French Foundation and the Pennsylvania Heart Asso-
ciation, he purchased an early model hemodialyser from
the Travenol Company and prepared to launch his studies.
However, unexpectedly compelling clinica l needs inter-
vened to divert him from his intend ed research. The
machine which could dialyse aldosterone was desperately
needed to treat some very sick patients who could not be
managed safely or adequately by peritoneal dialysis.
There were more of these patients than had been
expected. Because hemodialysis requ ires access to fast
laboratory studies, a small laboratory was opened to
supplement the machine housed in its "Artificial Kidney
Unit." Gradually the laboratory, with the support of the
hospital, supplied limited services to chronic uremic
patients as well.
A major change of direction occurred soon after I
joined the Jefferson faculty in 1962 as head of the newly-
established Division of Nephrology. Dr. Clark suggested
studying the effectiv eness of isolated intestinal loops. The
membrane lining the intestinal loops might be able to act
toward dialysing fluid in the loop much as the peritoneal
membrane acts toward dialysing fluid in the abdominal
cavity. If successful, the procedures would be even simpler
than peritoneal dialysis and patients might be able to
dialyse themselves at home easily and inexpensively.
Int estinal dialysis had been studied previously by a
number of investigators including Dr. Kolff but the results
were inconclusive. With Dr. John Y. Templeton, III, '41,
now Professor of Surgery, and me as co-investiga tors, and
with the invaluable support of Dean William A. Sodeman,
Dr. Clark and his team applied for and were awarded a
Dr. Wesson (right) confers
with Dr. John Babka (left),
a resident at the Philadelphia
Naval Hospital, and
Dr. James F. Burke, Jr., '66.
•
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Dr. Michael L. Sim enhoff (right) consults Dr. Norman Lasker.
generous grant-in-aid by the John A. Hartford Foundation.
A number of studies were conducted with support from
the gra nt. Dr. Clark studied dialysis of urea, creatinine
and uric acid by these loops. Dr. Miles H. Sigler, Associate
Professor of Medicine, studied some kinetics of sodium
and glucose transport across the intestinal membranes. Dr.
Templeton and his successor, Dr. Herbert E. Cohn '55,
Associate Professor of Surgery, perfected surgical tech-
niqu es for creating isolated small intestinal loops in man.
As studies progressed, however, it became clear that the
intestinal mucosa was much too discriminating a barrier for
dialysis. "Uremic toxins" other than urea and sodium could
not be removed adequately and uremic patients with loops
came to need hemodialysis as much as patients without
loops. In ord er to keep loop patients well enough to permit
studies, a chronic dial ysis unit had to be created for them
within the Hartford Foundation research program. Just as
one research program had led to the establishment of the
earlier, acute dialysis unit, so another research program
now led to creation of a chronic dialysis unit. Other
chronically uremic pati ents , who were not part of the loop
study program, also wanted and needed care. To accom-
modate as many as possibl e, a small service dialysis unit
was created along side of the research dialysis unit.
In early 1968 Dr. Clark accepted the position of Chief
of Medicine at the Crozer-Chester Hospital and I suc-
ceeded him as head of the Hartford Foundation research
dialysis program and as acting director of the hospital
service dialysis components. Since research had shown that
intestinal dialysis could not replace hemodialysis or
peritoneal dialysis, the program was concluded. The re-
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Dr. John P. Capelli '62, examines a patient as
Dr. W esson checks the chart.
search component was dissolved and combined with the
acute and chronic hospital dialysis components into a
single service-oriented Dialysis Unit. Research patients
now were cared for by budgetary provisions on a fee-for-
service basis. Complete reorganization permitted high
qu ality di alysis to be offered at as Iowa cost as any in the
region. In 1969 Dr. Norman Lasker came to Jefferson as
Associate Professor of Medicine and Director of the Unit.
Dr. Lasker has continued development and expansion of
the unit and introduced new services, one of the most
interesting being a program for home training in
peritoneal dialysis.
From these beginnings Jefferson's unit has developed
into a recognized renal center. The professional staff in-
cludes Doctors John P. Capelli '62, Ruth P. Gottlieb,
Norman Lasker , Michael L. Simenhoff, James F. Burke,
Jr. , '66, and me. Dialysis nurses and aides, receptionist,
secretary and technicians staff th e Dialysis Unit itself.
The Unit has four beds with plans soon to increase to
eight. A dietician helps patients to assemble as palatable a
diet as possible consistent with restrictions dictated by the
severity of their uremia. A social worker studies the pa-
tient and his or her family and visits the home to help in
determining which form of therapy might work best in the
home environme nt and what problems are likely to be
encountered. Dr. Margaret Tsaltas, Clinical Assistant
Professor of Psychiatry, is consultant for psychiatric
problems. The quality of care dep ends heavily on each
of th ese dedicated people.
As in most large medical centers , three forms or
applications of hemodialysis are used. One is the original
application using hemodialysis to treat patients with
severe acute renal failure or with grave poisoning by a
dialysable ag ent. Another is administration of hemodialy-
sis on a continuing basis to chronically uremic patients.
Older patients, particularly, may need to be cared for this
way. For this , the patient comes to the dialysis unit two or
three tim es a week for a six-hour "blood scrub." Because
of its relatively high cost, few patients can either afford
this or obtain special outside assistance. The third is
training for dialysis at home. In home training, th e pa-
tient teams up with someone else to learn dialysis. Usually
this partner is a spouse, but can be a parent, child or
friend. Between them, they learn how to start and stop
dialysis using either plastic cannulas passed through the
skin to an artery and vein or needles inserted into the
ven ous side of a superficial, surgically created A-V fistula.
They also learn how to assemble, clean, operate and serv-
ice the assembly of tubes, membranes, pumps, fluids,
regulators, switches and monitors that makes up a
hemodialysis system, how to mix dialysate, care for their
shunts or fistulas, and handle many common problems.
Five to eight weeks are gene rally need ed to complete th e
course. For th e first week or so, almost constant attend-
ance is required by a nurse-instructress in a private setting.
Then closeness of supervision slowly decreases. Because
patient and teammate supply labor and space, costs are
Mrs. Joyce Int erdonato assists a woman who is learning
to help to dialyze her son.
half or less than th e cost of receiving treatment in a di-
alysis center.
Recently, Dr. Lasker has shown th e feasib ility of a
simple, relatively inexpensive peritoneal dialysis system
which selected patients can use at home with only a sma ll
amount of help. In this syst em, twenty-liter batches of
peritoneal dialysate are made in the hospital from pre-
mixed chemicals and distill ed water. Forty lit ers of solu -
tion , sufficient for one dialysis , is flash-sterilized an d th en
packed in two plastic conta ine rs. The patien t or a relative
takes the container home. A dialysis machine wi th tim er,
preset cycl e length and valves admits two lit ers of dialysate
at a tim e to the abdomina l cavity through a Tenckhoff plas-
tic prosthesis in th e abdominal wa ll. After an ad justable
waiting tim e, the two liters are allowed to dra in out and
another two-liter batch is delivered to the abdomen.
Approximately seventy-five pati ents on chronic hemodi-
alysis look to Jefferson and affiliat ed or collaborati ng hospi-
tals for periodic checkups, management of supplies, help
with problems , or as th e place to return to if they become
sick. About thirty-five come to Jefferson, twenty-five to Our
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Lady of Lourdes and its Dialysis Unit under Dr. Capelli,
and fifteen to Lankenau Hospital and its Unit under Doc-
tors Sigler and Brend an P. Teehan. Finally, hemodialysis
may be requ ired before and aft er renal transplantation
and should, as often happens, the transplant fail , the
patient must fall back on dialysis.
Although dialysis is a fairly effective treatment, it is not
a cure for uremia. Th e best solution to the problem of
lost kidn ey function is a new kidney, so that transplanta-
tion is the treatment of choice for chronic uremia. Trans-
planta tion of organs and tissues was a dream of man long
before recorded history. Until recently these dreams were
confined to myth and folklore. The first clinically success-
ful transplant technique was blood transfusion stemming
from Karl Landsteiner's discovery of th e major blood group
antigens which permitted a donor's blood to be matched
with a recipient. Attempts to transplant kidneys in ex-
perim ental animals were made as early as 1902 and in
humans in 1950. All failed because of rejection except
where donor and recipient were identical twins as carried
out by Dr. John Merrill and his associates at the Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital. It was clear that tissues and organs,
such as the kidney, had more and different antigens from
red blood cells, although they also carried the red cell
antigens. Not until the mid-1960's had a sufficient number
of human tissue antigens been identified to allow kidneys
to be matched the way blood had been matched. The first
kidney transplantation in Philadelphia to a patient from
an unrelated donor was probably performed at Jefferson
by Dr. Herbert Cohn. Although technically successful, this
and several succeeding operations failed because neither
the methods of tissue matching nor the concepts of rejec-
tion control nor hospital dial ysis facilities were adequat e
to the full needs of pre- and postoperative care. Th e
surgery was ahead of the rest of the requirements for
successful transplantation. Now the rest of the team has
caught up, and transplantation again is available for
treatment of suitable patients .
The simplest transplantation is that where
donor and recipient are blood relatives such as parent
and child, or Siblings. Tissue matching is easier and better,
and surgery can be scheduled for a time best for both
donor and recipient. Unfortunately, few renal failure
pati ents have blood relatives fulfilling the many criteria
which must be met for successful transplantation. There-
fore, transplantable kidneys are needed from persons
succumbing to incurable diseases or injuries, but whose
kidn eys are living and well-the nonrelated donor (the
commonly applied term, "cadaver donor", is not strictly
correct). There ar e many such unfortunates, far more,
sadly, than the number of needy and suitable recipients.
However, a program to obtain such living kidneys, keep
them reasonably healthy, and match them to a recipient
requires far greater organization and technological detail
than does an exchange of a kidney between relatives. Such
a program is in an advanced stage of development at
Jefferson and hopefully soon will be helping large num-
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bers of uremic patients to get new kidneys which other-
wise would be lost and die. The transplantation team
includes surgery, urology, nephrology and hematology. All
members must work together swiftly and efficiently if this
transplantation is to succeed. No therapeutic procedure
requires greater interdisciplinary cooperation.
Many diseases of the kidney require high magnification
of biopsies of renal tissu e for precise diagnosis. Accord-
ingly, the Division of Nephrology in collaboration with
the Department of Pathology played a major role in
encouraging development of clinical elec tron microscopy
at Jefferson and shares in a resea rch elec tronmicroscopy
unit with the Dep artments of Obstetrics an d Neurology.
Although magnifications grea te r than 100,000 diameters
are possible, most diagnostic studies can be done at a
magnification of 5,000 to 20,000. At these magnifications
proteinaceous deposits can often be seen at various lo-
cations in the renal glom eruli of a biopsy. The locations
and composition of the deposits are cha racteristic of
various disease processes, and particularly of those
grouped togeth er as glomerulonephritis. In order to learn
something about the deposits, many of which appear to
consist of antigen-antibody complexes, Dr. Gottlieb
developed a laborato ry for immunofluorescent staining of
kidn ey tissue. In this technique, antibodies are first pre-
pared individually to specific proteins suspected to be in
th e deposits. An antibody, labeled with flourescein or
similar dye, is placed on a frozen section from a biopsy
and examined micro scopi cally under ul traviolet light. The
deposits light up if they happen to contain protein
antigenic to that antibody, thereby identifying the protein.
Th e many famili ar urol ogic and radiologic techniques
such as intravenous uro graphy, renography, arteriography
and venography also contribute sign ificantly to diagnosis
of kidney disease.
As befitting a university medi cal center, Jefferson's
Kidney Disease Center is also involved in teaching and
research. Always full of students eager to learn from
patients and staff, the Center also has an active fellowship
pro gram for training of young physicians in clinical
nephrology, as the needs of pati ents with kidney diseases
now is known. In collabora tion with Jefferson's College of
Allied Health Sciences, planning for a schoo l for dialysis
nurses and aides has been completed. Research programs
are underway on problems such as factors involved in
acute kidn ey failure, metabolism of amin es and their
effects in uremic patients , the porosity of th e glomeruli,
the filtering organs whi ch start the process of urine
formation, in the early stages of kidney diseases, as well
as developmental work such as that of the dialysis
systems I described above.
As with medicine generally, our goal and fondest hope
would be to make dialysis and transplantation unnecessary
by preventing kidney failure. That goal is far away. Until
then, we shall build upon these sturdy foundations to
assure the uremic patient as swift as possible a return
to society and to enjoyment of life, friends and family .
the
jefferson
scene
Jefferson recently received a three-
year $150,000 grant from the Haas
Commun ity Fund to expand the
family medicine program. Jefferson
will provide matching funds to
implement the program . Immediate
plans include hiring a Director and a
supporting staff and conversion of the
old college library to office space,
conference rooms and teaching activity
areas. Qualified clinicians with back-
ground and interest in public health,
epidemiology, anthropology, medical
care research and the fiscal aspects
of medical care will compris e the
facul ty.
New curri culum changes, to be
implemented in the fall, will offer
students earli er exposure to family
medicine. Special emphasis is being
placed on psychiatry, internal medi-
cine and genetics. Hopefully the shift
in emphasis will increase the propor-
tion of graduates specializing in
family practice from five to fifteen
percent.
drug use in cancer
Progress has been reported in assess-
ing the effectiveness of drugs used in
treating breast cancer . A team of
Jefferson researchers have develop ed
a method based on circadian rhythm.
The temperature of cancerous tissue
is higher than that of normal tissue
and its daily fluctuation differs. When
a drug is administered, the tempera-
ture of healthy and cancerous tissue
is monitored and the changes
anal yzed by computer in the Stein
Research Cent er. If there is a decease
in the temperature of the cancerous
tissue or if the rise and fall of fern-
perature becomes more similar, the
agent is considered therapeutic. Dr.
Carl M. Mansfield , Associate Profes-
sor of Radiation Therapy and Nuclear
Medicine, has been working on the
project since 1966. His associates
include Mr. John Wallace, Research
Professor of Radiology, Dr . Robert F.
Curley, Assistant Professor of
Radiology and Dr. Ralph A. Carabasi
'46, Clinical Assistant Professor of
Med icine. The work is fund ed by a
grant from the National Institutes
of Health.
merves lecture
CBS News Correspondent Charles
Kuralt delivered the first Merves
Distinguished Lecture on February 2.
Th e lectureship was established by
the late Dr. Louis Merves '37, to
"maintain the humanitarian spirit in
medicine." A member of the Jefferson
facul ty for over thirty years, Dr.
Merves specialized in internal medi-
cine and cardiology. In paying
tribute to his friend and colleagu e, Dr.
Peter A. Herbut, President of Thomas
Jefferson University, describ ed Dr.
Merves as "sensitive, conscientious,
dedicated and energetic." Dr. John
W. Goldschmidt, Dean of the College
of Allied Health Sciences, introduced
the speaker whose topic was
"America Behind the Headlines."
Drawing on his impressions and
experiences during the past five years
of reporting for "On the Road with
Charles Kuralt," Mr. Kuralt described
the prevailing att itudes in the Unit ed
States today and concluded that there
is room for optimism despite per-
sistent problems of racism, pollution,
poverty and war. Among the two
hundred people who filled the Solis-
Coh en Auditorium were Mrs. Merves
and other members of the family.
outpatient center
Jefferson's Community Mental Health
Center has opened an outpatient
center for treatment of former drug
addicts. Conceived by Dr. Jerome H.
Jacobs , Assistant Professor of
Psychiatry and Assistant Director of
the Center, and Mrs. Elaine Smith , a
Mental Health Education Specialist
there , the program combines intensive
treatment with the developm ent of
new ways of dealing with stress.
Patients will live at home and learn
to cope with the pressures of work
and family. Staffed by thirteen
therapists, the facility can handl e one
hundred patients and is open daily
from nine to five and six to eight.
Professional counseling, group
therapy and a variety of classroom
activities ran ging from journalism to
film making and drama are available
to the pati ents to help them find
themselves by learning to communi-
cate with others.
surgery research
Surgeons at Thomas Jefferson Uni-
versity Hospital have developed a
thermometer-like device that accu-
rat ely predicts the safety of perform-
ing open-heart surgery on infants.
During such surgery, hypothermia is
used instead of the heart-lung
machine. Th e new instrument, a
muscle-surface pH probe , measures
whether enough oxygen is reaching
the tissues during the cooling period
when bod y temperatures are lowered
to eighteen to twenty degrees. Dr.
Louis F. Plzak, [r. , Professor of
Surgery, and Dr. C. S. Rangarathnam,
who began the research at Harvard,
have used the probe successfull y at
Jefferson.
new affiliation
Jeffcrson recently signed an affiliation
agreement with Albert Einstein
Medical Center aimed at "the com-
mon goals of patient care, education
and research and community service."
Jefferson students will receive
intensive training in surgery and
medicin e at Einste in's Daroff Division
whose physicians will become Jeffer-
son facul ty memb ers. Dr. Charles
Fineberg, Associate Professor of
Surgery at Jefferson, is Chairman of
the Department of Surgery at Da roff.
volunteer faculty
Dr. Benjamin Haskell '23, Hon orary
Clinical Professor of Surgery, has
been elected President of the Volun-
teer Facul ty Association. He succeeds
Dr. Abraham E. Rakoff '37, Professor
of Obstetrics and Gynecology (Endo-
crinology) and Professor of Medicine,
who continues to serve on the Board
of Governors.
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Main Street , Haworth
"With Courage to Endure"
by John A. Koltes, M.D. '47
In the Poet's Comer of Westminster Abbey, amid plaques,
monuments and memorabilia to the greatest of England's
men and women of letters, th er e is fixed to the stately
walls of this hallowed shrine a simple tablet inscribed
"W ith Courage to Endure," in tribute to the creative
literary genius of the Bronte sisters, Charlotte, Emily and
Ann e. Hundreds of thousands of visitors to this sacred
edifice each year have stopped to pay tribute to the
many authors from Shakespear e on who have made
English lit erature one of th e most beautiful among th e
wri tings of the entire world. And if one wishes to know a
bit more about how th ese authors have achieved their
uni que distinction, one ma y look beyond the rewards and
acclaim and uncover some of th e factors which have
contributed to th eir success.
To achieve th e maximum pl easure from any work
of art, one should study not onl y th e object but also
th e artist who conceived it. On e element which
contributes to the beauty of th e prose of Abraham
Lincoln is that he was largely self-tau ght, that his styl e
was almost entirely of his own construction and that he
had the capacity to utilize his lit erary assets for the good
and for the pleasure of all mankind. So too with any
artist and the Brontes are no exception. Their life's
expe rience form ed th e background for much of what
they wrote. To visit th eir home and study their lives is to
translate into reality the people and places that form
their novels.
The Rever end Patrick Bronte was born in Ireland in
1777. H e was one of nine children , reared in the most
modest cir cumstances. By hard work and endurance, he
gradua ted from Cambridge Unive rsity and was ordained
by the Church of England. An intens ely proud man of no
special lit erary skill , he worked industriously and was
promoted from one curacy to another. While a curate at
H artshead in Yorkshire, he met Mari a Branwell of
Cornwall , a gentle woman of Methodist background.
They were married on December 29,1812 and their first
child, Mari a, was born the following year. The family
then moved to Thornton, a curacy of th e Bradford
Dr. Koltes is a Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry at
Jefferson. A member of the Bronte Society for many years,
he is a frequent visitor to Haworth and its environs.
parish. Ther e the other five children were born and
baptized: Elizabeth in 1815, Charlotte 1816, Pat rick
Branwelll817, Emily Jane 1818 and Ann e 1820.
Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskill , a contemporary biographer
of Charlotte, provides a picture of life in northern
England in the early part of the last century. The
Napoleonic Wars had just concluded and Englan d was
victorious. Yet th e jubilati on and prosper ity had little
effect upon the au sterity of life in th e industrial north.
The landscape was largely barren , broken only by rolling
hill s or villa ges surrounding the mills. Yorkshire was the
center of the woolen industry and mill s wo rked
feverishly for years turning out cloth that made England
famous. Mrs. Gaskill claims that the Yorkshi re men were
known for th eir "pe culiar force of character" with a
"remarkable degree of self-sufficiency giving them an air
of ind ep endence rather apt to repel a stra nger." The
natives of the W est Riding section of Yorkshire were
very self-re lian t. They sought no help from their
neighbors and indeed scorned it if offered. Typi cal
amusements were cock fighting and horse racing. Deaths
were obs erved with "arvils," a kind of wild drunken orgy
held at the tim e of a wake. The clergy who attempted to
tame these men wer e faced with a difficult task at best.
Mr. Bronte was assigned to Haworth in 1820. His
predecessor, who refused to be humiliat ed by such antics
as riding a donkey through th e church, was finally
assaulted. Perhaps the most flambo yant of the H aworth
incumbants was Mr. William Grimshaw who held the
post for tw enty years. W ell-known for his great religious
zeal , he frequently preached for several hours at a time.
In addi tion he preach ed twen ty or th ir ty tim es a week in
privat e homes. When infuriated by the rowdy or
immoral behavior of the town speople, he wo uld take a
horsewhip in hand and roam the streets on Sunday
morning searching for sinners and threat en ing them with
damnation if th ey did not mend their ways and come to
church. Into a setting of this sort, Mr. Bronte moved his
family from Thornton near H alifax in th e winter of 1820.
Haworth is a lon ely village, four miles from Keighley
in the heart of th e woolen mill district of Yorkshire.
Leeds and Bradford are th e large industrial citi es of
central Yorkshire. The whole area is stu dded with rather
nondescript villages and towns, clusters of mill s and
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endl ess rows of greystone houses built for the work ers,
people who led undistinguished, monotonous lives.
Nothing of the area can compare in beauty with the
Yorkshire Dales of the western part of the county but
Bradford is separated from the Dales (Wharfsedale,
Airedale) by the bleak hills of the Yorkshire moors.
Infertil e, desolate, treeless, these hills rise steeply from
the plain. West of Bradford one can see belching mills
with their brood of grey rowhouses adding human
ugliness to natural desolation. Haworth is not in the
valley but near the crest of one of the countless hills.
Although there is no mill there , woolen goods were made
by hand in cottages and on the second floors of the row
houses that line either side of the single thoroughfare.
The road to Haworth leaves from the west end of
Bradford and passes through the smaller city, Keighley.
It is about four miles from there to Haworth over a road
which, as Mrs. Gaskill says, "for two miles passes over
tolerably level ground ... but then it crosses a bridge
over the beck and the ascent through the village begins.
The flagston es with which it is paved are placed endways,
in order to give a better hold to the horses' feet ; and
even with help, they seem to be in constant danger of
slipping backward." Th e ascent is steep and one on foot
is hard pressed for breath when walking even a short
distance.
Typical greyston e rowhouses line either side of the
steep hill, house after hous e brok en only by an occasional
single dwelling or shop . The entire town is quite small ,
about half a mile from one end to the oth er. Near the
crest of the hill stands the Black Bull Inn and just a few
steps beyond rises the tower of St. Michael's and All
Angels Church. The plot of ground cornered by the inn
and the church is filled with ancient grey-black tomb-
stones, many moss-covered and bent with age. Beyond
the church stands the parsonage, a small eighteenth-
century stone dwelling. The front of the parsonage looks
out upon the back of the church and on down the hill
toward the village of Keighley which is hidden from view
by the dense coal smoke and haze of the valley floor.
The graveyard separates the church from the parsonage,
a dismal view in winter, hardly brighter in summer, but
a scene which pervades the writings of the children of
the parsonage, especially Emily's poetry.
The move to Haworth was a promotion for Mr. Bronte.
The church was locally famous as one in which the
Reverend John Wesley, founder of Methodism, had
preached on many occasions. But the excitement of a new
parish and a new life was soon destroyed when Mrs.
Bronte became ill and progressively weaker. She quietly
died from cancer in September 1821 and was buried at
Haworth Church. Mr. Bronte was plunged into a state
of deep gloom. He was left with five small girls and a son
to raise, all und er the age of seven. Fortunately, Mrs.
Bronte's maiden sister, Aunt Branwell as the children
called her, was able to help . She came to live at the
parsonage later that year and became the mainstay of the
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household and the one primarily responsible for the
children's care.
Mr. Bronte became seclusive, aloof and detached from
his family. He ate only breakfast with the children,
insisting that their noise and conversation reminded him
of his dead wife. He refused to eat mea t, kept a pistol
handy and remained in his study, emerging only to
attend Sunday church services or visit the parishioners.
He never remarried although he made an at tempt on one
or two occasions to do so.
As the children grew, their educa tion became an
increasing concern to Mr. Bronte, for the local school was
not sufficient for his purposes and public education in a
small , rural village was meager at best. A new school
had been found ed in western Yorkshire by the Reverend
William Carus Williams for the education of daughters
of poor clergymen. Mr. Bronte made arrangements for
his children to go there and in the summer of 1824
Maria, Elizabeth, Charlotte and Emily all went to Cowan
Bridge School. Whil e the found ers of the school
apparently intend ed to offer an education to these
children, the circumstances were far from satisfactory or
even healthy. It was a brutalizing experience for
Charlotte which she recorded in her novel Jane Eyre.
Tragedy befell the family within a short time. Maria
developed tuberculosis the following winter and was
brought home. Elizabeth became ill in the spring and
both children died in the early summer of 1825. The
distraught fath er quickly removed Charlotte and Emily
from the school. To cope with the increased domestic
burden, he employed a servant, Tabitha Aykroyd. She
became a confidant e, dependable and loving, and stayed
with the family until her death over thirty years later.
Typhoid fever, cholera, dysent ery and tuberculosis were
the common causes of death in England in the early part
of the last century. Health conditions were in a deplorable
state. Th e death rate was so high-the average life
expectancy was only twenty-six years and almost fifty
percent of the children died before the age of six-that
the government established a commission to study the
causes of this problem. Pigs ran loose in the streets,
privies were often located uphill from drinking water
supplies and the control and causes of contagion were not
understood. Little wond er that the graveyard at Haworth
was so crowded.
In 1825 when all the children were home again, they
were ages nine, eight, seven and five. During the period
from 1825 to 1831 when Charlotte left to go to another
school, the children developed an intensely close relation-
ship with one anothe r. In these years the children's
personalities began to emerge: Cha rlotte was the leader,
Emily became the natu ralist, Branwell the rebel and Anne
the religious. Charlotte may have been the one who
initiated the idea of writing. Th e children began to tell
stories and to write tales of a far-off land that remained a
source of pleasure to them for many years. They played
with toy soldiers brought to Branwell by his fath er and
The Bronte Sisters by Branuiell Bronte
eventually wrote down the stories that they made up
about them. They created a mythical country that they
called Angria. Later Emily and Anne invented a rival
island, Gonda!' Th ese stori es were recorded in the most
minute script in tiny bookl ets which are preserved in
some of the world's great collections toda y: the British
Museum, the Bronte Parsonage Museum at Haworth and
the Morgan Library in New York. The booklets are tiny,
some measuring only an inch and a half square and filled
with as man y as 1,500 words per page. Th e stories are
filled with fighting , nobility, power struggles, loves, hates,
fears , death, destruction, the wild imaginings of children.
Th e girls continued their story telling and recording for
many years although it is likely that some of it, especially
that written by Emil y, was kept secret. They used the
tales as a means of communication and on their birthdays
offered new writings to each oth er which represented
elaborations of their playful imaginations. Eventually
these writings led to some of the most important develop-
ments in English prose work , particularly the novel form.
In 1831 when Charlotte was fifteen she went to a new
school , Roe Head, a boarding school in Yorkshire. There
she met two friends , Ellen Nussey and Mary Taylor with
whom she corresponded voluminously for many years.
This correspondence became the basis for much of the
biographical data of the family that is still ava ilable.
Although Charlotte stayed at Roe Head for only eighteen
months, she returned thr ee years later as a governess,
taking Emily with her as a pupil. Desperately homesick,
Emily soon returned to Haworth and Anne took her place
at Roe Head. About this time, Branwell began to develop
an interest in painting. He visited the Royal Academy in
London but never studied there. However he did work
briefly as a portrait painter in Bradford. Two of his
portraits of his sisters are in the collection of the National
Portr ait Gallery in London.
In 1836 Emily, then eighteen, became a governess at
the Law Hill School in Halifax where she remain ed for
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two years. Anne remained at home alon e until 1839
when, at age nin eteen, she becam e a govern ess at Mirfield,
In the same year, a new curate was appointed to
Haworth, the Reverend William Weightman. All three
sisters were hom e in 1840 and delighted in teasing and
being teased by Mr. Weightman and his friends. The
whole family loved him dearly and this year and the two
succeeding ones have always been described as some of
the happiest in the lives of these lonely, isolated children.
Undoubtedly the Bronte children had keen minds and
intense intellectual desires. Th ey were not satisfied to
become factory workers or to live isolated lives in the
parsonage. Instead they decid ed to open their own school.
To prepare for this, Charlotte and Emily went to
Brussels early in 1842 to improve their French. They
studied at the school of Monsieur Constantin Heger. That
fall the beloved Mr. Weightman died, plunging the family
into a well of sorrow. Within a month they were even
more severel y burdened by the loss of their dear
Aunt Branwell. In January Charlotte returned to
Brussels and remained there for a full year. During
this time she fell passionately in love with M. Heger.
Apparently the affection was not particularly returned by
the professor but nonetheless Charlotte cherished a sense
of passion for him for many years. After she returned to
Haworth she corresponded with him until he asked that
her letters be sent to another school to avoid arousing his
wife's suspicions. Severely disillusioned, she never wrote
to him again.
In the summer of 1844 a new curate was appointed to
Haworth, the Reverend Arthur Bell Nicholls. It was about
this time that the girls began their serious writing.
Branwell did not enjoy the same success. He failed at
painting and obtained employment as a railway clerk .
Drinking became a serious problem for him and even-
tually he was discharged from one post after another. He
was a source of great concern and apprehension to his
sisters, all of whom paid close attention to him and tried
to help him. Emily was especiall y affected because she
seemed to be closer to him than Charlotte and Anne.
Indeed there have been suggestions in the literature that
the relationship was somewhat incestuous and that
Heathcliff and Cathy in Wuth ering Heights have be en
drawn from th e emotional feelings which transpired
between her and her brother. Undoubtedly, Branwell
brought a great degree of humiliation upon the family
by his drinking. As so often seems to occur, problems
were compounded when he became enamoured of the
mother of a student he was tutoring. His employer soon
died and Branwell entertained the idea that he could
marry the widow. She forthwith rejected him for his
drunken debauchery and he stink into a deep depression.
It was a desperate period for the family in the parsonage.
Charlotte had been crushed in her romantic aspirations;
Branwell was ruined; the school that the children had
proposed to establish, although advertis ed , drew no pupils.
In desperation they decided to try to publish some of the
poems that th ey had written an d in May 1846 a small
book by Currer, Ell is and Acton Bell was pu blished by
Smith, Elder and Co., a London firm. Only two copies
were sold. Undaunted , Ch arlotte submitte d a second book,
Jane Eyre, for publication. Although the first book,
Th e Professor, had been rejected, Jane Eyre was readily
accepted . To Charlotte's grea t surprise, Emily showed
her the manuscript of a novel she had written secretly ,
entitled WlIth ering Heights. Anne had also written a
novel called Agnes Grey . All three volumes were
published as a trilo gy in the fall of 1847.
Many studies have been devoted to ana lysis of the
literary works of the Bronte sisters. It would be a dis-
service to them to attempt such a discussion here. There
is one extremely important point, however : these three
shy, withdrawn, quaint children of the moors , reared in
isolation, amid poverty, death and great human suffering
were abl e to develop the ability to express themselves
fre ely and openly in the novel form. Th ey were the first
novelists to portray wom en declarin g their love and
claiming the right to feel and express passion. They
romanticized the novel, brought it to life, made it a tru e
work of art and propelled it forw ard as few authors had
don e. Th e contrast between their outward reticence and
their inner passions has made them the subjects
of many psychological studies. Th eir literary abilities
promoted them to the front rank of the world's great
writers . Th ey ar e, indeed, genius es in their own right.
Unhappily, literary success did not resolve the problems
of the parsonage. Within a year Branwell was dead from
alcoholism and drug addiction. Charlotte, Emily and
Anne suffered severely from his loss as did their father.
All their efforts to help their brother had failed. Shortly
thereafter , Emily develop ed a severe cough but she
refused medical attention. Charlotte wrote, "By early
December she had grown much weaker yet insisted on
being about the house each day keeping up with the
hous ehold work. To the last day she fed her dogs."
Charlotte wrote to a famous London physician describing
Emily's condition. He sent medicine but she refused to
take it. Stoic, ind ependent, avoiding any request for help,
she stumbled and fell against the wall as she carried a few
morsels of bread to the dogs. She refused to go to bed but
insisted on sitting by the hearth. She did not have the
str ength to pick up her comb when it fell. She turned to
Charlotte and in hushed tones whispered , "If you wish,
you can call the doctor. I will see him now ," It was too
late. She quietly died in the parlour of the parsonage just
a week before Christmas 1848 at the age of thirty years.
She and Branwell were buried with Maria, Elizabeth and
their mother at the Haworth Church.
In the spring of 1849 Anne died of tuberculosis in
Scarborough, a lovely seaside resort on the eas tern coast
of Yorkshire. She was buried in St. Mary's Churchyard
there and is the only one of the Brontes who is not
buried at Haworth.
By now the parsonage was empty. Only Mr. Bronte,
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Mr. Nicholls and the faithful Tabitha remained. Charlotte
was off visiting friends , promoting her writings or
working. She becam e a friend of Thackeray and visited
him in London. She published three more novels ,
Th e Professor, which originally had been rejected,
Shirley and Villette.
For several years Mr. Nicholls had been quite
interested in Charlotte and undoubtedly had entertained
the idea of marrying her for some time. Mr. Bronte was
not in favor of such a marriage but gradually with-
drew his objections and they became engaged in 1854.
Mr. Nicholls remained as the curate at Haworth and
married Charlotte at the church in June of that year.
Charlotte had written to her friends Mary Taylor and
Ellen Nussey indicating her doubts about the marriage
but evidently all worked out much better than she had
anticipated. They took a trip to Ireland, visting Dublin,
Cork and Killarney. Charlotte was well-received in Ireland
by Mr. Nicholls' family and she, in tum, felt close to them.
In January of the following year she developed a cold,
common enough for her but one from which she never
recovered. In March 1855 the last of the Bronte children
was laid to rest beneath the main aisle of the church of
St. Michael's and All Angels Haworth, just nine months
after marriage. Mr. Bronte lived on at Haworth, remain-
ing the incumbent until his death in 1861 at the age of
eighty-five. Mr. icholls finally returned to Ireland and
died there in 1906.
Shortly after Charlotte's death , Mr. Bronte suggested
that Mrs. Gaskill write her biography since she and
Charlotte had become close friends. Two years later the
book was finished and it has remained a monum ental
work of biography although it caused great consternation
in Mr. Bronte and in others who were still living at the
time of its publication.
Less is known about Emily, author of Wuthering Heights
and a talented poet. Of all the children she remains the
most obscure, the most distant and the least understood.
She was by far the most stoical of the family and probably
the most heroic. Her famous poem written on March 1,
1841 clearly shows the stoical detachment that she
felt in life:
Riches I hold in light esteem
And Love I laugh to scorn
And lust of Fame was but a dream
That vanished with the morn-
And if I pray the only prayer
That moves my lips for me
Is-"Leave the heart that now I bear
And give me liberty."
Yes, as my swift days near their goal
'Tis all that I implore-
Through life and death , a chainless soul
With courage to endureI
She also had a tender side; she loved the parsonage in
which she spent almost her entire life:
Th e house is old, the trees are bare,
And moonless bends the misty dome;
But what on earth is half so dear ,
So longed for as the hearth of home?
The mute bird sitting on the stone,
The dank moss dripping from the wall,
The garden walk with weeds o'ergrown,
.I love them-how I love them all.
From the Gondal Poems there are some specta cular lines
written with great inspiration and romanticism:
He comes with western winds, with evening's
wandering airs,
With that clear dusk of heaven that brings the
thickest stars;
Winds take a pensive tone, and stars a tender fire,
And visions rise and change which kill me with desire.
One can glean something of Emily's personality from
sensing the passions of Heathcliff or the devotion of
Cathy. But she tells more directly about herself in her
poems. A common theme is the death of her mother
which occurred when she was only three but of which
she was reminded constantly becaus e of the proximity of
the parsonage to the graveyard. She must have suffered
a considerable degree of depression:
I see around me tombstones grey
Stretching their shadows far away.
Beneath the turf my footsteps tread
Lie low and lone the silent dead,
Beneath the turf, beneath the mould-
Forever dark , forever cold,
And my eyes cannot hold the tears
That memory hoards from vanished years;
For Time and Death and Iortal pain
Give wounds that will not heal again.
Yet the lines of her final poem reveal coura ge in facing
her own death:
o coward soul is mine
No trembler in the world's storm troubled sphere
I see Heaven's glories shine
And Faith shines equal arming me from Fear
o God within my breast
Almighty ever-present Deity
Life that in me hast rest
As I Undying Life, have power in Thee.
The star has reached its zenith and has crested, a brilliant
light has moved from the horizon casting its radiance upon
the earth for a fleeting moment, illuminating the minds of
men with words of beauty and passion in literary form
that had not appeared before. The flight of the star was
but for a fleeting moment and no trace of its trail is left,
no descendants to echo its spectacu lar glory. And so the
path has ended but the memory lives forever, crying
from the lonely desolate moors "no coward soul is
mine ... with courage to endure ."
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Exploring
Spain
and
Portugal
by
William M. Bush, M.D. '39
Jefferson's Post Graduate Seminars
abroad always are enlightening
and entertaining and the most recent,
two weeks in Spain and Portugal, was
no exception. Two planeloads of
Jeffersonians left Philadelphi a on
February 2 and arrived in Lisbon at
9:30 the next morning. About half of
the group of approximately three
hundred twenty-five stayed at the
Ritz Hotel there and the rest went to
the Palacio Hotel in Estoril.
The tour program included both
sightseeing and medical seminars
given by members of the Jefferson
faculty and Portuguese physicians.
In Lisbon , the sessions were held
at the Cancer Institute.
Dr. Abraham E. Rakoff '37, Professor
of Obstetri cs and Gynecology and of
Medicine, gave a comprehensive talk
on "Pathological Effects of Oral
Contracepti ves." Dr. John H. Hod ges
'39, Ludwig A. Kind Professor of
Medicine, discussed "The Changing
Picture of Polycythemia." Dr. John F.
Ditunno, Professor of Rehabilitation
Medicin e and Chairman of the
Department, presented "Current
Concepts of Cardi ac Rehabilitation. "
The final Jefferson speaker was Dr.
Irving J. Olshin, Professor of Pediat-
rics, who described a series of
pediatric cases which suffered from
overt side effects from overtreatment
by overzealous physicians.
The Portuguese side of the program
was organized by Dr. Manu el Castro
who studied endocrinology with
Dr. Rakoff. After a brief welcome
from Ridgeway Knight, the American
Ambassa dor to Portugal, we heard an
informative talk on the prevention of
oral cancer by Dr. Jose Conde. Dr.
[oao Sacudura, a prominent head and
neck surgeon, showed a film of a
difficult operation to remove an ex-
ceedingly large tumor of the neck in
the retrom alar space. Dr. Francisco
Martins, another surgeon, spoke on
"Chemothe rapy and Radiotherapy in
the Management of Cancer: A
Surgeon's Point of View." Two
methods of treating gynecological
cancer were discussed, radium
therapy by Dr. Mario Tavares and
radiotherapy by Dr. Mario Vilhena.
Dr. Antonio Baptista, a physicist,
described the recent contributions of
the Departm ent of Radioisotopes to
the knowledge of nuclear medicine.
Two cytologists, Dr. Armando Bastos
and Dr. Dante Marques, presented
their latest research in dyes for stain-
ing tum or cells. Our host, Dr. Castro,
discussed "Can Anovulation Cause
Cancer?" A question and discussion
period followed each talk.
Several side trips were
available during the
Spanish portion of
Jefferson's tent h post
graduate semina r last
Feb ruary. At far right
alum ni and family visit
the Alhambra in Granada .
At immediate right
a snake charme r fascinates
his audience in Tan gier's
Casbah.
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lisbon's cancer institute
One morning was devoted to a
thorough tour of the Cancer Institute,
its diagno stic machines, laboratories,
operating room s and patient care
facilities. Built in 1939, th e Institute
now treats more pati ents per day than
either Memori al Hospital in New
Yo'rk or M. D. Anderson Hospital in
Texas. Ninety percent of th e canc er
patients in th e country ar e treated
there. Th e Institute operates under
the Ministry of Education and is
dependent upon the University of
Lisbon. Specialty outpatient clinics
examine suspicious patients , thos e
having tumors, precancerous lesions ,
endocrine, blood diseases, chronic
inflamm atory nontuberculous and non-
luetic lesions. If cancer is found, they
are sent to the registry and, when
necessary, to the section for Social
Assistance. Th en they are examined
by all the necessary consultants to
determine the wisest cours e of treat-
ment. After a complete laboratory
work-up, they are admitted as in-
pati ents. Many patients requiring
radiation are, of course, tr eated as
outpatients.
Th e Institute Hospital has approxi-
mately four hundred seventy-five beds
which are segregated between med-
ical and surgical floors. Surgical floors
are organized by specialty, neck and
head, gyn ecology, bone cancer,
pediatric cancer, etc. Each has a
specially trained intensive care team
and a floor dining room. All nurses are
female and receive th e"R.N. degree
after three years of training and are
assisted by auxiliary nurses with one
year of training. All hospital em-
ploy ees are paid by the government
except the physicians who are paid by
the hospital.
All state and private employees pay
six and one half percent of th eir salary
into a government insurance plan
every month. Private employers pay
seventeen to twenty-one percent of
the salary of each employee. Such
insurance entitles th e employee not
only to retirement benefits but also to
free medical care in a government
operated clinic, surgical care in a
ward and forty percent of the cost of
medications prescribed by a physician.
Although the self-employed and
un employed are not covered by
government insurance, the local com-
munity helps those in need. The
Portuguese Cancer Fund, which has
offices in the Institute, provides
financial assistance.
Some Portuguese physicians prac-
tice socialized medi cine exclusively;
oth ers have only private practices.
Th e majority, however, devote part of
their tim e to th e clinics and the rest
to private practice. Since doctors
working in the state clinics see from
fifteen to twenty patients an hour, all
who can afford it prefer to visit a
privat e office for a fee. Clinic docto rs
receive three hundred escudos (about
twelve dollars ) for the first visit and
one hundred escudos (about four
dollars ) for each subsequent visit.
Portugal now has eight years of
compulsory education. Ch ildren at-
tend grade school until they are ten
and then the lyceum until seven teen.
The last two years at the lyceum are
like college. Physicians start their
training during the last year at the
lyceum . Because of the severe short-
age of physicians, only a simple
written examination is requi red to
determine eligibility. All who pass
enter one of the three Portuguese
medical schools and receive a monthly
salary of $120 during the seven years
of training required for the M.D.
degree. A rotating internship and a
year of specialty training are included.
After six days in Portugal, we flew
to Malaga, Spain and then went by
bus to the Hilton Hotel in Marbella
on the Costa del Sol. During the
medical sessions Dr. Hodges spoke
on anemias that resist treatment, and
Dr. Olshin gave.an illustrated
talk on genetic disorders of
children. Dr. Rakoff gave a very lucid
discussion of hermaphrodites, pseudo-
hermaphrodites and th e intersexes.
Dr. Ditunno described all aspects of
rehabilitation of rheum atoid arthritis
patients and evaluated the relative
merits of known treatments.
spanish medicine
Th e organization of medical care
in Spain is similar to that in Portugal.
Th e vast majority of physicians com-
bine private practice with socialized
insurance practice. Spaniards rate
medical care in their coun try as
excellent in private offices and hos-
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pitals, poor in socialized clinics,
largely because of the volume of
patients , and virtually non-existent in
rural areas. Spain has seventeen
medical schools which are quite
similar in course to those in Portugal.
No physicians in either country
carry malpractice insurance. Malprac-
tice suits are handled by a committee
of medical specialists appointed by
the medical society rather than by
civil courts. Neither country has
doctor's assistants and private offices
are not permitted on hospital grounds.
In Portugal eighty percent of the
women use "the pill" as their means
of birth control. The church does not
oppos e birth control and there are
priests on the board of Planned
Parenthood. Birth control was not
mentioned in Spain.
Various sightse eing tours were
planned in both countries. In Portu gal
we went as far north as Fatima and
found the people of the fishing village
of Nazare especially interesting as
they reminded us of the Phoenician
fisherman of Biblical times. Highlights
in Spain were the Alhambra and
gypsy flamenco dancing in Granada,
gypsy homes in man-made caves and
the small mountain villages and their
inhabitants. Part of the group took
a side trip to Tangier where we rode
camels and in the casbah, faced the
most high pressured and persistent
salesmen any of us have ever seen.
An added pleasure of these tours
is the opportunity to meet physicians
who preceded or succeeded one at
Jefferson as well as to renew friend-
ship with contemporaries. Great
friendliness and cornraderie are in
evidence everywhere. All have a
memorable time. Dr. John H. Killough,
Associate Dean, must be commended
for his skill in organizing all facets
of the trip through the McGettigan
Travel Bureau. A Jefferson Seminar is
really five tours in one. In addition to
seeing the sights and sampling food
and wine, Jeffersonians learn about
health conditions in the country from
native physicians and about recent
medical developments in the United
States from the Jefferson faculty.
J. Earl Thomas, M.D., D.Se.
Emeritus Professor of Physiology
Dr. Jacob Earl Thomas, Professor of Physiology and
Chairman of the Department at Jefferson for nearly thirty
years, died in California on February 2 at the age of
eighty-one. One of the College's most revered Professors,
he was honored again and again by both his students and
colleagues. In 1948 the senior class selected him as subject
for its portrait, the Executive Faculty chose him as Chair-
man and appreciat ive Alumni established both the Thomas
Physiology Fund and the Thomas Physiology Library. The
Honorary Degree of Doctor of Science was awarded to
Doctor Thomas by Jefferson in 1960.
Dr. Thomas distinguished himself as teacher, author,
scholar and research er. He began his formal education at
the University of Washington and later studied at St.
Louis University from which he graduated with a B.S. de-
gree and an M.D . degree in 1918. He subsequ ently re-
ceived a master of science degree. Dr. Thomas served as
Associate Professor of Physiology at St. Louis University
prior to accepting the Chairmanship at Jefferson in 1927.
Following his retirement in 1956, and still active in ex-
perimental research, he became Distingui shed Professor
of Physiology and Admin istrative Head of the Departm ent
at what today is Loma Linda University.
Dr. Thomas' skill in experimental surgery and his in-
genuity in instrumentation place him foremost among
physiologists. Th e Thomas drop recorder, the Thomas
wrench, the Thomas gastric pouch, the Thomas pancreatic
fistul a and the Thomas cannula are only a few of his many
contributions which added to the advancement of physi-
ology. Much of the present understanding of the regula-
tion of gastric emptying, the filling and evacuation of the
gall bladder, the autoregulation of gastric secretion, the
complexities of the entero-enteric reflexes and the mecha-
nisms of pancreatic secretion is due to his tireless research.
His more than two hundred scientific papers on the physi-
ology of the digestive system, his encyclopedic reviews of
reference books, including the Handbook of PhYSiology
and the Encyclopedia Britannica, and his definitive mono-
graph on the pancreas mark him as one of the world's
leading experimental gastroenterologists. During World
War II Dr. Thomas served as advisor on problems of nu-
trition and appetite in combat troops . He was a member
and held office in numerous national and international
academic and professional organizations.
Frederick Roscher, who did his portrait for the class of
'48, commented "Doctor Thomas has a remarkable face, in
which you feel warmth, friendship, and integrity . . . the
curiosity of one who is dedicated to establishing truth
through research."
Dr. Thomas is survived by his wife, Grace Webster
Thomas, and a son and a daughter .
E. Harold Hinman, Ph.D., M.B., M.D., M.P.H.
Emeritus Professor of Preventive Medicine
Dr. E. Harold Hinman, who retired as Professor of Preven-
tive Medicin e and Chairman of the Department in 1969
following seven productive years at Jefferson, died on
December 25. A dedicated teacher, a masterfu l medical
malariolo gist, a scholarly and creative author, Dr. Hinman
was a staunch supporter of the Medical College. His es-
tablishment at Jefferson of residency training and of a
graduate educa tional program (M.S.) in Preventive Medi-
cine and his contributions to the evolution of undergradu-
ate medical curriculum are examples of his penchant for
progress.
Following his graduation from Queen's College in On-
tario, his interest in entomology led him to Cornell Uni-
versity where he received both his maste r of science and
doctor of philosophy degrees. He was appointed Assistant
Professor of Medical Entomology at Tulane University in
1932 after a postdoctoral fellowship in the Department of
Tropical Medicin e. Five years later he became Senior
Biologist in the Malari a Control Division, Health and
Safety Departm ent of the Tennessee Valley Authority and
was appointed Division Chief in 1938. Du ring these inter-
vening years Doctor Hinman received his M.B. and M.D.
degrees from Louisiana State University and his M.P.H.
degree from Johns Hopkins. As a Rockefeller Fellow he
served with distinction for four years as Head Public
Health Officer of the Health and Sanitation Division of the
Institute for Inter-American Affairs. Doctor Hinman de-
veloped the School of Public Health at the University of
Oklahoma with such unusual success that it led to his
appointment as Dean of the School of Medicine at the
University of Puerto Rico. He served there for seven years.
In 1959 Dr. Hinm an was called to Washington, D.C. to
serve as Chief of the Technical Resources Division, Office
of Public Health ICA. His appointment as Chairman of
the Department of Preventive Medicine at Jefferson was
effective in 1962. Then, as Emeritus Professor, he accepted
the posit ion of Commissioner of Health of Wyoming and
Livingston Counties in New York State. .
Dr Hinman's organizational and administrative abilities
were recognized throughout the Americas. "As Chief of
Technical Resources Division of the International Co-
operation Administration's Office of Public Health (fore-
runner of AID ) he was a mainspring in the foundation of
the Division of International Medical Education of the
Association of American Medical Colleges and its close
and continuing partnership with the foreign aid program."
He has left a lifetime of grea t and growing service to
American medicin e, to medical education and to inter-
national cooperation in public health.
Surviving are his wife, Katharine Fr eedenburgh Hinman,
and two physician sons, Edward John and Alan Richard .
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administration
Dr. Joseph S. Gonnella, Associate Dean, pres ented "Peri-
odic Qualificat ions as Related to Medical Membership" at
the annual meetin g of the Federation of State Medical
Boards, a segment of the AMA Congress on Medical Edu-
cation, on February 3 in Chicago.
dermatology
Dr. Margaret G. Mahoney, Associate in Dermatology, is
President of the Philad elphia Branch of the American
Medical Women's Association.
medicine
Dr. Albert N. Brest, Professor of Medicine, Dr. Hratch
Kasparian, Associate Professor of Medicine, and Dr. Lesli e
Wiener, Associate Professor of Medicine, received the
Regents Award for the Best Scientific Exhibit at the thirty-
seventh annual meeting of the American College of Chest
Physicians. The exhibit displayed the hemodynamic and
metabolic basis of angina pectoris.
Dr. Allan J. Erslev, Cardeza Research Professor of
Medicin e and Director of the Cardeza Foundation, pre-
sented "Erythropoietin and the Anemia of Chronic Renal
Disease" at the New York Society of Nephrology at New
York University Medical Center on January 19.
Dr. Farid 1. Haurani, Associate Professor of Medicin e,
spent the month of February as Visiting Professor of
Medicin e at the American University of Beirut, Lebanon.
He also spent several days in the laboratory of Dr. Y. Na-
jean at the Hopital Saint Louis in Paris.
obstetrics and gynecology
Dr. Roy G. Holly, Professor of Obst etrics and Gynecology
and Chairman of the Department, spoke on "Anemias of
Pregnancy: Nutritional, Pernicious, Sickle and Associated
Conditions" at the forty-third ann ual meetin g of the New
England Obstetrical and Gynecological Society in union
with the Massachusetts Chapter of the American Academy
of Family Practice.
Dr. George J. Andros, Professor of Obstetri cs and Gyne-
cology, spoke on "The Effect of Family Planning Pro-
grams Upon a Community" at the Wilmington Medical
Center in Wilmington , Delaware on March 6.
Dr. George A. Hahn , Professor of Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology, received the Sons of the American Revolution
Gold Citizenship Medal for service with the hospital ship
S. S. Hop e.
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Dr. Abraham E. Rakoff, Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, presented "Basic Endocrinology" and "Gyne-
cologic Hormonal Cytopathology" in Janu ary at the Fifth
Tutorial on Clinical Cytology at the University of Chicago .
Dr. Alvin F. Goldfarb, Associate Professor of Obstetrics
and Gynecology, has been elected Pennsylvania Section
Chairman of the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists for 1972-75.
ophthalmology
Dr. Davis G. Durham, Clinical Assistan t Professor of
Ophthalmology, has been installed as President of the
Delaware Academy of Medicine for 1972.
orthopaedic surgery
Dr. John J. Gartl and , James Edwards Professor of Ortho-
paedic Surgery and Chairman of the Department, was a
member of a national panel presenting a symposium on
"The Present Day Treatm ent of Club Foot" at the annu al
meeting of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Sur-
geons which was held in Washington on January 29
through February 3. He also gave an instructional course
on "Surgery of the Foot in Children." At the same meet-
ing Dr. Roshen N. Irani, Associate Professor of Ortho-
paedic Surgery, presented a scientific exhibit and pap er
entitled "Treatment of Femoral Fractures in Children by
Imm ediate Spica Immobilization ."
pathology
Dr. Leopold G. Koss, Professor of Pathology, served as
Visiting Professor at the Ohio State University School of
Medicine on December 6 and present ed "Some Effects of
Alkylating Agents in Men and Experimental Animals" and
"Long-Term Follow-up Studies of Workers Exposed to
Paraaminodiphenyl-a Comment on Natural History of
Bladder Cancer." On December 26 he presented the
former paper at Hadassah University Medical School in
Jerusalem.
Dr. Thomas V. DiSilvio, Assistant Professor of Path ol-
ogy, served on the facul ty of the ASCP Desk-Top Com-
puter Workshop which was held on April 17-19 in Chi-
cago.
Dr. Angelina M. Fabrizio, Assistant Professor of Pathol-
ogy, spoke on "An Induced Hamster Reticulum Cell Sar-
coma-a Tool in Cancer Research" at the national meet-
ings of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science in Philadelphia in December.
pediatrics
Dr. Robert L. Brent, Professor of Pediatri cs and Chairman
of the Department, spoke on "The Effects of Radiation
on the Fetu s, Newborn and Child" at the Symposium on
Late Effects of Radiation of the Radiological Society of
North America meeting in Chicago on December 1. On
March 13 he spoke on "Radiation and Teratogenesis" at
the American Association of Pathologists and Bacteri-
ologists Annual Symposium in Cincinnati. At the Giegy
Symposium in Albuquerque, New Mexico on April 27,
he lectured on "Medicine and Society in Our Changing
Era-Protecting Man from Man's Protectors. "
Dr. Herbert C. Mansmann, Professor of Pediatrics, has
been elected Secretary of the Board of Directors of the
American Board of Allergy and Immunology, a conjoint
board of the American Board of Internal Medicine and
the American Board of Pediatrics.
Dr. Gary G. Carpenter , Associate Professor of Pedi-
atrics, spoke on "Genetic Counseling" at the Pediatrics
Semin ar held at the Children's Hospital in Akron , Ohio .
pharmacology
Dr. Wolfgang H. Vogel, Associat e Professor of Pharma-
cology, has been appointed to the Advisory Board of Con-
temporartJ Drug Problems, a quarterly journal concern ed
with medical, legal and social aspects of drug use and
abus e.
psychiatry
Dr. Edward Gottheil, Professor of Psychiatry, spoke on
"The Alcoholic's Ability to Resist Available Alcohol" at
the V World Congress of Psychiatry which was held in
December in Mexico City. Dr. Floyd S. Cornelison , Pro-
fessor of Psychiatry and Chairman of the Department,
and Mr. Harold D. Crawford co-authored the paper.
Dr. Albert M. Biele, Clinical Associate Professor of
Psychiatry, has been appointed to the Pardons Board
Commission under the Department of Justice of the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania by Governor Milton J. Shapp.
Dr. Biele's article, "Unwanted Pregnancy: Symptoms of
Depressive Practice," was published in the December
1971 issue of the American Journal of Pstjchiatri].
Dr. James L. Framo, Associat e Professor of Psychiatry,
is the author of Family Interaction: A Dialogue Between
Family Researcher and Family Therapists which was re-
cently published by Springer & Co. of New York.
Dr. Robert S. Garber, Visiting Associate Professor of
Psychiatry, has been installed as President of the Na-
tional Association of Private Psychiatric Hospitals.
radiology
Dr. Jack Edeiken, Professor of Radiology and Chairman
of the Department, spoke on "The Practical Approach to
the Diagnosis of Arthritis" at the New England Roentgen
Ray Society on January 21. In March he discuss ed "Ap-
proach to Arthritis" as Visiting Professor at the Mal-
linckrodt Institute of Radi ology of Washington University
in St. Louis.
Dr. Robert O. Gorson, Professor of Rad iology, con-
ducted a cours e on Radiation Dosimetry for the Ameri-
can Acad emy of Derm atologists in Chicago in December.
Dr. K. Francis Lee, Professor of Radiolo gy, presented a
study don e with Dr. James Lally, Chi ef Resident, entitled
"The Valu e of Droplet Pantopaqu e Study with Tomo-
graphy for th e Demonstration of Some Equivical Juxta-
sellar Lesions in Pneunoencephalograph" at the meeting of
the American Society of Neuroradiology which was held
in Mexico City in F ebruary . He also spoke on "Retrospec-
tive 'and Prospective Study of Subfrontal Meningioma in
Sixty-three Patients with Special Emphasis on Hyperos-
tosis in the Planum Sphenoid Alley." Dr. Richard A.
Chambers, Professor of Neurology and Chairman of the
Department, and Dr. Philip D. Gordy, Professor of
Neurosurgery and Ch airman of the Department , co-
authored the paper.
Dr. Edward A. O'Hara, Professor of Radi ology, was a
Visiting Professor at Bethesda Naval Hospital in January
and February where he present ed "Congenital Anomalies
and Variance of the Pediatric Ches t," "Mediastinal Masses
in Children," Macroradiographic Technique as Applied to
Children" and "Respiratory Diseases in Newborn Period."
Two of his articles have been published this spring:
"Macroradiography in the Pediatric Patient" in the spring
issue of Critical Revi ews of Radiological Sciences and
"Congenital Astrocytoma" in the May issue of the Journal
of Roentgenolo gy and Nuclear Medicine.
Dr. Peter Dure-Smith, Associate Professor of Radiology,
was a Visiting Professor at the University of Arizona in
March where he presented "Physiology of Intravenous
Urography: 1. Practical Aspects, 2. Experim ental, 3.
Pregnancy Dilatation of the Ureter."
rehabilitation medicine
Dr. Gerald J. Herbison, Associate Professor of Rehab ilita-
tion Medicine, was a Visiting Consultant to the Letter-
man General Hospital in San Francisco in January. He
presented three lectures: "Effect of Electri cal Stimulation
of Denervated Muscl e," "Effect of Excerci st on Muscle
Innervation" and "Muscle Biochemistry and the Physio-
logical Effects of Exercise."
Dr. William E. Staa s, Assistant Professor of Rehabilita-
tion Medicine, has written an article entitled "Bowel
Control" which will be published by Family Physician.
urology
Dr. Paul D. Zimskind, Nathan Lewis Hatfi eld Professor
of Urology and Chairman of the Department , is the co-
author of Urodynamics which was recently published by
Academic Press .
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Dr. Schepartz
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profile
Unlike many young men, Bernard
Schepart z had little difficulty
choosing a career. "For me, it all
started with a book case," he smiles.
"My parents were given one laden
with books I couldn't begin to under-
stand when I was about twelve. But
there was one that int rigued me, a
chemistry book by Bunsen. Before my
parents really knew what had
happened , I had set up a lab in the
cellar. Eventually my father and I
worked out an agreement : he would
finance my experiment as long as I
promised not to make any explosives."
Apparently the arra ngement was
satisfactory since Dr. Schepartz went
on to receive a more formal education
in chemistry at Ohio Wes lyan Uni-
versity, the Univ ersity of Michigan
and the University of Pennsylvania.
He came to Jefferson as an Instructor
in 1949 and tod ay serves as Professor
of Biochemistry.
During his yea rs at Jefferson, Dr.
Schepartz has been actively involved
in deliberations on the curricu lum
and is curre ntly a member of the
faculty Curriculum Com mittee.
"The first step in evaluating a
curriculum is finding out what's being
taught. A school often goes along for
years without knowing exactly wha t
is happening in the classroom," Dr.
Schepartz comments. "Then you
try to define your goals and ideals, try
to decide what the medical student
should be able to do at various
sta ges of his schooling." You also look
at oth er schools and their assessments
of curricular expe riments and apply
them to your own situation."
One recent change made bio-
chemi stry th e first material presented
to incoming students. "All of the
students have studied chemistry," Dr.
Schepartz explains. 'W e felt that
biochemistry would be an extension of
th eir knowledge and would serve
as a smoother transition between col-
lege and medical school. In the past
the initial encounte r with th e cadaver
must have been qu ite a shock."
Thi s schedule is only transitional ,
however . Th e Curriculum Committee
recently evolved a new course of
stu dy which, if adopted , will go into
effect in the fall of '72 and will be
phased in, one year at a time, to avoid
disrupting th e studies of tho se
who began under the old system.
The overall structu re of the new
curriculum will stress integration, both
of clinical and preclinical material
and of th e basic sciences themselves.
"The basic sciences represent six dif -
ferent ways of looking at th e body,"
Dr. Schepartz comments. "It seems to
make more sense to look at something
once from various angles than to keep
coming back to it." Under th e new
system, incoming students will ha ve
to tackle cell and tissu e biology, whi ch
will combine histology and bio-
chemistry in its explora tion of cell
structure and function. More ad-
vanced basic sciences will be post-
pon ed until the fourth year for a closer
correlation with clinical work, while
the more elementary clinical ma terial
will be introduced earlier . Students
should be very pleased with th e new
regime, Dr. Schepartz feels. "I sympa-
thize with th e freshman medical
student," he explains. "When I was in
graduate school, I spent th e first two
years taking everything except bio-
chemistry, which was what I was th ere
for . Medical students are certainly
justified in wanting to have some
inkling of what it's like to be a phy-
sician before th ey've gon e through two
years of schooling."
An outgrowth of Dr. Schepartz's
association with Jefferson was th e
writing a biochemistry textbook with
Dr. Abraham Cantarow '24, th en
Professor of Bioch emistry and Chair-
man of the Department. First pub-
lished by W. B. Saunders in 1954, th e
book is now in its fourth edition and
has been translated into Spanish and
Portuguese. 'We wrote it becaus e
th ere was no textbook we found
satisfactory and we reali zed that by
combining and amplifying our lec-
tures, we woul d have excellent
coverage of th e subject," Dr. Sche-
partz asserts. "Of course we were
pleased with its success. In our 'best
year' it was used by about a third of
the medical schoo ls in the country."
In addition to his teaching responsi-
bilities, Dr. Schepartz has devoted
considerable energy to th e investiga-
tion of amino acid metabolism. Within
this area his interest has ranged
from establishment of metabolic path-
ways to more recent work on th eir
regulation. Last year he took a six-
month sabbatical to write a mono-
graph entitled Regulation of Amino
Acid Metabolism in the Mamalian Or-
ganism.
In between teaching, resear ch and
writing, Dr. Schepartz finds time for a
number of hobbies, including the
stock market which he regards as an
arena in which th e amateur can pit his
abilities against those of th e pro-
fessionals. He also enjoys painting,
primarily still lifes in oil. "I'm critical
enough of my work th at I've never
exhibited," he chuckles. An interest in
languages led him to study Russian
and Jap anese at an evening school
where he met his wife who already
had a degree in rom ance languages.
Although Dr. Schepartz's grasp of
Russian and Japanese has loosened
over the years, Mrs. Schepartz is still
fluent in French, Spanish and
Italian , all of which ha ve pro ved valu-
abl e on th eir annual trips abroad. In
recent years, Dr. Schepartz has re-
corde d th ese trips on film. "For a
three-week trip I usu ally take two
movie cameras and twenty-five rolls of
film," he comments. "Then when we
get back, I have several months work
ahead of me editing and titling."
Wh at the Schepartzes hop e to capture
is a sense of th e vitali ty of a town or
an area. "I used to take thirty-five
millim eter slides but th ey seemed
frozen, static. It was impo ssible to
convey the total feeling-the bustle of
a nativ e market , for instance," Dr.
Schepartz explains. "I would like to
add sound, but th e problems with
synchronization are enormous."
Still Dr. Schepartz has no ambitions
to replace Colonel John Craig and
"Of Lands and Seas ." Exhil arat ed by
the revised curriculum, he anticipates
new challenges- and pro blems- in
teaching. "Our subject matter will be
mor e wid ely spread through the
school yea r," Dr. Schepartz explains.
"Many faculty members will hav e to
make adjustm ent s but that's all to the
good. It 's a mistake to become
settled into a routine." Dr. Schepartz is
certa inly not one to be trapped in a
stultifying atmosphere. He is con-
tinually stimulated by a broad range
of interests-tes t tubes and paint
tubes, stock pri ce charts, the intricacy
of langua ge and th e complexity of
film. Th e common denominator is th e
intellectual challenge, th e pro blem
that demands solution.
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1909
Mrs. Chri stopher S. Barker , 711 Broad
St., New Bern , N.C., reports that her
two sons, Rear Admiral C. S. Barker, Jr.,
and Dr. Charles T. Barker, are
"doing nicely."
1912
Dr . Walter P. Hard ee, 123 W. Main St.,
Durham, .C., writes "I am continuing
an office practice with shor tened hours
and enjoy good health for age
eighty-three."
1914
Dr . Edwa rd L. Bauer, Alden Park Mano r,
Wissahickon Ave. and School House La.,
Ph iladelphia, was rece ntly honored by
the Philadelph ia Pediatr ic Society. A
past President of the organiza tion, Dr.
Bauer received a citation commending
his "contr ibutions to the advance ment of
ped iatri cs." Dr. Bauer is Em eritus
Professor of Pediatr ics at Jefferson.
1920
Dr. Edwin A. Harris has retired from his
general practice in Moorestown, ew
Jersey and is living in Stoney Ridge,
Easton, Maryland.
1921
Dr. William E. McCullough, 26 W.
Micheltorena St., San ta Barbara, Calif. ,
writes "Sorry to have missed the 50th
reunion due to surgery. Feeling OK now
and am continuing my psychiatric
practice."
Dr . Loui s S. Morgan, 3835 Country Club
Rd., Long Beach, Calif ., writes "I
enjoyed our 50th reunion celebration
and seeing the classmat es of '21."
1925
Dr. Carl M. Hadley, 49 1 5th St. , San
Bernadino, Calif., wri tes "Still practicing
but now entirely office work with travel
wheneve r 1 can talk Mrs. Hadley into
going some place. Will try for the 50th
reuni on-I have never been to any
of them."
Dr. Ir ving J. Stewart, 529 Kings Hwy.,
Swedesboro, .J., reports that he is still
making house calls and enjoying country
pract ice.
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1926
Dr. Philip B. Davis, 807 Florh am St.,
Hig h Point, N.C., enjoyed the 45th
reunion and hopes to make the 50 th.
1927
Dr. Roy W. Gifford , Nine Acres, R.D .
#3, Get tysburg, Pa., has ret ired after
thirty -four years as a surgeon in Gettys-
burg. A member of the Adams County
Medical Society, he has served as First
and Fourth Vice-President of the Penn -
sylvania Med ical Society . He is a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons
and a member of the Pan Pacific Surgical
Associati on. He and his wife have thr ee
children.
Dr. Davis
1928
Dr. Clarence A. Bowersox, 106 S.
Columbia St. , Woodbury, .J., writes
"Just returned from a delightful Carib-
bean cru ise, the only cruise ship to leave
Philadelp hia in 1971."
Dr. Elmer J. Eli as, 474 Greenwood Ave.,
Tr enton, .J., retired from Philadelphia
General Hospital and now works par t-
time at the Tr en ton Post Office as the
Medical Officer.
1929
Dr. Howard E. Dieker, 578-B Lake Point
Dr ., Lakewood, N.J., reports that he
retired in June 1971 and moved to
Leisure Village in Lakewood where he
class notes
is taking it easy and recovering from
recent kidney surgery.
1930
Dr. Louis M. Nightingale, Box 15,
Marco Island , F la., writ es "I am enjoying
my four th year of retirement in good
health- fishing, golfing, gardening and
social life in sunny Florida."
1931
Dr . Raymond C. Davis, 103 Erie Ave.,
Susq uehanna , Pa., was honored recently
by the town of Susquehanna and
neighboring Lanesboro and Oakland
which proclaimed December 4 "Dr.
R. C. Davis Day." Climaxing the festivi-
ties was a testimonial dinner attend ed
by over five hundred people. During the
thi rty-five years he has pra cticed in
Susquehanna, Dr. Davis has been
associa ted with Barnes-Kasson Hospital
and served as Com pany Doctor for the
Erie-Lackawanna Railroad. After read ing
a congratula tory letter from the Penn -
sylvan ia Medical Society, Dr. James J.
Grace '32, reminisced about his forty-
eight yea r friendship with Dr. Davis
and concluded "Folks in Susquehanna
could not find a better friend than Ray
Davis." As a permanent tribute, the
community has commissioned a portrait
of Dr. Davis which will hang in the
hospital lobby. Dr. Davis is married to
the former Lee Carey, a graduate of the
Jefferson School of Nursing. They have
three children, two daught ers and a son.
Dr. Richard V. Hauver, 247 N. Potomac
St., Hagerstown, Md., has retired after
thir ty-seven yea rs of prac tice in Hagers-
town. A general surgeon, Dr. Hauver
served as Chief Surgeon at Washington
Coun ty Hospit al for ten years . He is a
past President of the hospi tal staff and a
membe r of the American College of
Surgeons.
Dr. Jack M. Lesnow, 200 N. Village
Ave., Rockville Centre, N.Y., is still
pract icing urology there.
1932
Dr. Stiles D. Ez ell, South Main St. ,
Salem, N.Y., is Secretary of the Wash-
ington County Medical Society and
Secretary of the staff of the Mary
McClellan Hospital in Cambridge,
ew York.
Dr. Flo yd I. Hudson, Box 175, Rehoboth
Beach, Del., ret ired as Director of the
Division of Public Health of the Dela-
ware Department of Health and Social
Services on January 31. Active in public
health since 1934, Dr. Hudson served as
Executive Secretary of the Sta te Board
of Health for twenty years before
becoming Director of the Division of
Public Health in 1970. During his caree r,
Dr. Hu dson has seen the elimina tion of
such communicable diseases as dip -
theria, scar let feve r and small pox.
Delaware has been a leader in immuni-
zation work without compulsory laws
and was one of the first states to drop
the small pox vaccination requiremen t.
In 1965 Dr. Luther Terry, then Surgeon
General of the U.S. Public Health
Service, asked Dr. Hudson to attend the
World Health Organ ization Assembly as
an advisor on smallpox eradication to
Asian and African coun tries. In com-
memoration of Dr. Hudson's service to
hea lth in Delaware, the Division of
Physical Health comm issioned his por-
trait which was unveiled in December.
Dr. and Mrs. Hudson have three sons
and six grandchildren.
Dr. Joseph Lomax, 610 San Servando,
Coral Gables, Fla. , is practicing
obstetrics and gynecology in Coral
Gables and is a memb er of the volun tee r
faculty at the University of Miami
Medical School.
1934
Dr. Richard S. Cole, Eastwood Profes-
sional Center, PeIlis Rd., Greensburg,
Pa. , and his wife announce the birth of a
son, Richard S., Jr., on Decemb er 3.
Dr . Arthur F. Liu , 45 Mott St., ew
York, reports tha t his son Ph ilip is a
Lieutenant Comman der in the navy.
1935
Dr. Leroy A. Gehris, 808 N. Th ird St.,
Reading, Pa., has been elected a Trustee
and Councilor of the Pennsylvan ia
Medical Society.
1936
Dr. I. Robert Berger recently retired as
Chief of the Outpati ent Clinic at Gorgas
Hospit al at Balbo a Heights in the Canal
Zone. In recognition of his work he
rece ived a Special Achievemen t Award
for "consistently demonstrating a
superior degree of performance in carry-
ing out the duties of his profession." Dr.
Berger is a Fellow of the American
Medical Association, a member and past
President of the Isth manian Medical
Society, and a member of the Board of
U.S. Civil Service Examiners in the
Canal Zone and of the American Acad -
emy of Family Physicians. Dr. and
Dr. Hieber
Mrs. Berger moved to Radford , Virginia
in April.
Dr . Ronald C. Nayfield, 433 Bellevue,
Trenton, j .J., married Miss Judith Ilona
Ann Balint on February 5.
1937
Dr. Maurice Abramson, 7500 Manc hester
Rd. , Melrose Park , Pa. , wri tes "Looking
forwa rd to seeing all the old cronies at
our 35th reunion."
Dr. Ir vin F. Hermann, Rittenhouse
Clar idge, 18th and Walnu t Sts., Phil a-
delphia, served as Visiting Rheuma-
tologist at a recent meeting of the
Arthritis Clinic sponso red by the Schuyl-
kill County Unit of the Arthritis Foun-
dation in Pottstown, Pennsylvania. Dr.
Hermann is Chief of the Arthritis De-
partment and Consul ting Rheumatologist
at Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia.
Dr. Berger
Dr. G. Frederick Hieber, 1401 Monticello
Blvd. ., St. Petersburg, Fla., recently
completed his term as Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the American
College of Allergists. He is Secretary-
Treasurer of the Southeastern Allergy
Association.
1938
Dr. Victor P. Satinsky, 230 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia, is Associate Dean of
Resource Developm ent at Hahnemann
Medical College and Hosp ital and is
conducting over twenty-five non-medical
student special education programs.
1939
Dr. Anthony J. Repici , 212 Haddon Ave.,
Haddonfield , .J., was honored at a
dinner given by five hundred of his
patients, associates and friends on
February 10. A pediatrician, Dr. Repici
has practiced in the Haddonfield area
for twenty-five years. He has served as
Chief of Pedia trics at Our Lady of
Lourdes Hospital in Camden since 1950
and was a pioneer in treating Rh babies
with whole blood exchange. To show
their apprecia tion of Dr. Repici's
tireless service, his patients and col-
leagues are giving him and his wife a
trip to Rome after which Dr. Repici
plans to be back at work full time.
Dr . orman J. Skversky, 6810 Castor
Ave., Philadelphia, reports that his son
Robert is a resident in family pra ct ice
at the Hogue Memorial Hospital in
. ewport Beach , California. Dr. Skversky
recently was elected to memb ership on
the Executive Commi ttee of the Alumni
Associa tion.
1940
Dr. John C. Brady, 228 Hort on St.,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa ., reports that his son
Michael is a junior pre -medical student
at Notre Dame and plans to apply to Jeff.
Dr. John F . King, 600 Warren Ave.,
HoHoKus, .J., is now Associate
Medical Director at the Equitable Life
Assurance Society where he also
practices gynecology in the Employees'
Health Cen ter. In November he
attended the cyto logy workshop at Jeff.
Dr. Andrew G. Lasichak , n08 Kales
Bldg., Detroit, Mich. , reports that his
daughter Lydia larie will be a freshman
at Jeff in September.
1941
Dr. Louis C. Blaum, 244 Scott St. ,
Wilkes Barre, Pa., writes "I am forever
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24th Reunion in Spain and P ortuga l
Members of the class of 1948: Dr. Lan e (left) and Dr. DePersia are in front. Oth ers
from left are Dr. Loftus, Dr. McCormick, Dr. Kohl, D r. Logan, Dr . Thomas, and
Dr. Lan caster
grateful to Jefferson for myself and also
for having accepted my son who will
graduate in Jun e. I hope that I am
humble-but proud."
1942
Dr . Michael J. Ressetar, 75 Clifton Ave.,
Clifton, N.J ., has been reelected Vice-
President of the medical staff of St.
Mary's Hospital in Passaic, 1 ew Jersey.
Dr. Frank J. Veve, Box 805, Fajardo,
Puert o Rico, has a son in the freshman
class at Jeff. He is planning to attend the
30th reunion dinner dance at Jeff Hall .
1943
Dr. Louis E. Zimmer, 45 Slayton Dr .,
Short Hills, .J., has been reelected
Treasurer of the staff of St. Michael's
Medical Cente r in ewark, ew Jersey
where he serves as Chief and Senior
Atte nd ing Physician in the Department
of Gastroenterology and Attending Physi-
cian in the G. E. Clini c. Dr. Zimm er is a
Dipl omate of the American Board of In-
tern al Medicine and a Fellow of both the
American College of Physicians and the
American College of Gastroenterology.
He is a Clinical Assistant Professor of
Med icine at the College of Medicine and
Denti stry of New Jersey.
1944J
Dr. Marion M. Young, 92 1 E. 3rd St.,
Cha ttanooga, Tenn., is a memb er of the
State Health Planning Council and the
Georgia-Tennessee Regional Health
Commission. Last year he was elected
to the Governing Council of the Amer-
ican Public Health Association and more
recen tly to the ational Association of
County Health Officers.
1945
Dr. Roy T. Forsberg, 4 Breeze Knoll Dr. ,
Westfield , N.J ., has been appointed
Attending Physician in the Department
of Malignant and Allied Diseases at the
Elizabe th General Hospit al in Westfield .
A member of the hospital staff since
1946, he also is a full-t ime associa te of
the Wu ester Tumor Clinic and the
James S. Green Memoria l Tumor Clinic
there.
1946
Dr. Howard Isaacson, 7348 Drexel Rd. ,
Philadelphia, has been appointed to the
Division of Obstetri cs and Gynecology
at Lank enau Hospi tal. He is also a
membe r of the facul ty at Jefferson and
at the Graduate School of Medicine of
the University of Penn sylvani a.
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Th e 24th Annual Reunion of the class
of 1948 was held in February in con-
junction with the Postgraduate Seminar
in Spain and Portugal. Sixteen classmat es
and wives participated , th e largest
rep resentat ion of a single class on the
tour. Attending were Paul and Grace
Brenn eman, Rud y and Marie DePersia,
John and Dot Kohl, Ted and Virginia
Lancaster , Paul and Ruth Lane, John
an d Lori Logan, John and Elaine Mc-
Cormack and Dave and Shirley Th omas.
Th e McCorm acks traveled the furthest to
attend from Seattle.
Th e members of the class were
privileged to have cocktails as guests of
John and Elaine McCormack followed
1947
Dr . Harris G. F ister, 80 W. Main St.,
Mapl e Shade, N.J., has been appointed
a Clinical Instructor in Med icine at
Jefferson. He also is an Assistant in
Medicine on the staff of Cooper Hospit al
in Camden, ew Jersey.
Dr . Paul H. Jernstrom, California Hos-
pital Medical Center, 1414 S. Hope St. ,
Los Angeles, is now Director of
Clinical Lab oratories there.
Dr. Char les T. McChesney, Jr., 313 E.
Chestnut St. , Coatesville, Pa. , is Chi ef of
the Surgical Service at Coatesville and
Jenn ersville Hospitals. In his spare time
he concentra tes on sailing on Chesap eake
Bay and painting landscapes of Chester
County.
by a tremendous dinner and social
session at the EI Cid of the Marbella
Hilton Hotel on the Costa del Sol.
Th e only difficulti es encountered
occurred at the time of the now famous
Annual Class of 1948 Golf Tournament.
Due to the language barrier, it was im-
possible to obtain confirmation of indi-
vidual score cards . After a mee ting of the
Grand Council of the Golf Committee,
it was decided to resume the counting of
strokes at the 25th Reunion.
Whil e all members of the Jefferson
alumni enjoyed this outstanding trip, the
class of 1948 takes pride in having the
grea tes t representa tion.
Norman J. Quinn, M.D.
Dr. Richard L. Huber, 1112 Columbia
St., Scranton, Pa., was installed as
President of the Lackawanna County
Medical Society at the ann ual dinner.
Dr. Pau l J. Lane, 10245 Collins Ave.,
Bal Harbour, Fla. , is a Charter Diplo-
mat e of the American Board of Family
Pract ice.
Dr. Robert C. Laning, Naval Hospital,
Qtrs. 203-1-1, Great Lakes, III., is now
Executive Officer there.
Dr. Henry R. Liss, 1 Wentworth Rd.,
Summit, N.J., has been appoin ted
Associate Professor of Surgery and
Chairm an of the Section of euro logical
Surgery at the 'ew Jersey College of
Medicine and Denti stry-Rutgers.
Dr. Eichman
1949
Dr. Pe ter L. Eichman, 333 . Randall
Ave., Madis on, Wise., ha s been named
Deputy Director of the Bureau of Health
Manp ower Education, where he will be
involved in implementing the new health
manpower law assigning greater respon-
sib ility for the financing of health
education to the federal government. Dr.
Eichman was previously Dean of the
University of Wisconsin Medical School,
Director of its Medical Center and
Professor of Medi cine and Neurology.
Dr. John E. Mills, 123 Congress St. ,
Pasadena , Calif. , has been practicing in
Pasadena since January 1970. He passed
the oph tha lmology Boards in October.
1950
Dr. Donald P. Franks, 216 Plu mas Dr.,
Oroville, Calif. , moved there in June
1971 and has opened an anes thesiology
practice.
Dr. Milton S. Gre enb erg, 546 Oxford
Rd., Bala Cynwyd, Pa ., has been
appointed Director of Consultation and
Liaison Services in the Department of
Mental Health Sciences at Hahnemann
Medical College.
Dr. Leonard H. Grunthal, Jr ., 2332
Smullian Terr. N., Jacksonville, F la., and
his wife recently returned from Spain.
Dr. Frank E. McElree, Jr. , 205 Lynwood
Dr., Greenville, Pa., has been elected a
Trustee of Chautauqua Institution. He
is also President of the Mercer County
Medical Society and Vice-Chairman of
the Mercer County Redevelopmen t
Authority. He practices surgery in
Greenville.
Dr. Perr
Dr . James M. Monaghan, III, 85 Wood-
land Rd., Short I-HIls, N.J., is President-
elect of the medical and dental staff of
the Hospital Center at Orange. Dr.
Monaghan joined the staff in 1956 and
is Head of the Radiology Department.
Dr . Irwin N. Perr , 2890 Euclid Hts .
Blvd., Cleveland Heights, Ohio, has
been appointed Clinical Professor of
Legal Medicine at the School of Law at
Case Western Reserve University where
he teaches a cours e on Mental Disability
and the Law and participates in courses
offered by the Law-Medicine Cen ter of
the Law School. Dr. Perr is Director of
Psych iatry at Huron Road Hospital in
Cleveland. For the past several years he
has been the delegat e from Ohio to the
Assemb ly of the American Psych iatri c
Association.
Dr. Arthur Steinberg, 264 S. Van Pelt
St., Philad elphia, is pract icing in associ-
atio n with his son, Dr. Stanford M. Stein-
berg '62. He rece ived the Physician
Award from North Jewish Hospital in
Denver, Colorado this yea r.
1951
Dr . Harry Boretsky, 156 Beaconview
Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa., is currently Presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania Society of
Anesthesiologists and President-elect of
the medical staff of Suburban General
Hospital in Pittsburgh.
Dr. Howard C. Mofenson, 160 Emory
Rd. , Mineo la, N.Y., served as President
of the American Association of Poison
Control Center and Chairman of the
Acciden t Prevent ion Committee of the
Amer ican Academy of Ped iatrics in
1971. He is Director of the Juvenile
Diabetic Clinic and Poison Control
Center at assau County Medical Center.
Dr. John J. Perrige, R.D. #3, Lake
Cadjaw, Honesdale, Pa., anno unces that
his office has been relocat ed at 909 Main
Stre et in Honesdale. Dr. Perrige
previously pra cticed in Hawley and
Lake Ariel. In addition he served as
Wayne County Coroner for eight years
and has been Chief Deputy Coron er for
the past four years.
Dr. Charles G. White, 1330 Killdeer Dr.,
apervill e, Ill. , has been elected Presi-
dent of the Page County Medical
Society for 1973.
1952
Dr. Nelson P. Aspen, 330 N. High St.,
West Chester , Pa ., is Chief of Orth o-
paedics at Paoli Memorial Hospital
where Dr. Gerald E. Callery '43, and
Dr. Herman P. Philli ps '62, are staff
memb ers.
Dr . Harry L. Baird , 1379 Garfield PI.,
Elizabeth, .J., has been elected a Vice-
President of Sandoz-Wander, Inc., the
American subsidiary of Sandoz , Ltd. , a
lead ing manufacturer of pharmaceuti-
cals, hospit al supplies, industr ial chemi-
cals and food products. A memb er of the
Pharmaceutical Division since 1964, Dr.
Baird is now Director of Dru g Regula-
tory Affairs. He is currently Chairman of
a joint gove rnment-industry committee
which has drawn up guide lines for the
developm ent of anti-psychot ic dru gs.
Dr. Harold B. Cooper, 199 Dock St.,
Schuylkill Haven, Pa., was honored
recently at the annual Presiden t's
Dinn er of the Schu ylkill Medical Society .
During the ceremony he received a
plaque in recognition of outstand ing
service to the Society during his term as
President. Dr. W illiam F. Kellow, Dean
and Vice-President at Jefferson, was the
principal speaker.
Dr. Jerom e M. Cotler , 193 W. Com-
merce St. , Bridgeton, .J., has been
named to the Board of the American
Acad emy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. He
also recentl y became a memb er of the
Board of Directors of the Cu mberland
ational Bank in Bridgeton and is
serving on the Executive Committee of
the Alumni Associati on.
Dr . Jerome J. Lebovitz, 5650 Aylesboro
Ave., Pittsburgh , Pa ., has been elected
President of the Penn sylvani a Chapter
of the American College of Chest
Physicians.
1953
Dr. Harold J. Reinh ard , Warren State
Hospital, Warren , Pa. , is now Superin -
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tendent of Warren Sta te Hospital which
has recently inaugurated a three-year
psychiatric resid ency program.
1954
Dr. Norman S. Amer , 29 Piermont Ave.,
Hewlett Bay Park, N.Y., wri tes "Visited
Jeff at the last meeting of the American
College of Chest Physicians and was
really amazed at the changes."
Dr . Christopher K. Hood, 1127 Crest-
brook Dr. , Charlotte, N.C ., reports that
Dr. Charles A. Porter, Jr. , '66, will join
his practice in obstetrics when he com-
pletes his army service in July.
Dr . Eugene G. Stec, R.D . #2, Dalton,
Pa., has forme d a family pract ice group,
Professional Medica l Associates, with
four other physicians. He finds the
arrangement "much better than solo" and
reports that they are seek ing two
additional associates.
Mrs. Gerald Tannenbaum, whose hus-
band died on Sep tem ber 25, 197 1 in an
acciden t in New York City, presently is
residing at 115 E. 86th Street. Also
surviving are two sons.
1955
Dr. Edwin D. Arsht , 611 W. Woodland
Ave., Springfield, Pa., has been
appointed Clin ical Instructor of Com-
munity Health and Preventive Medicine
(Division of Family Practice) at Jeffer-
son. In 1970 he was certified by the
American Board of Family Practice and
appointed Chief of Service in Allergy at
Delaware County Memorial Hospital in
Drexel Hill , Pennsylvania.
Dr . S. Paul Cocc ia, Piedmont Dr., Bound
Brook, N.J., is a Charter Dipl omat e of
the American Board of Family Practice.
Dr. Henry G. Klinge s, Jr. , 2951 Levick
St., Philadelphia, has been elected
Secretary of the Phil adelphia Academy
of Family Physicians.
Dr . Frederick Lytel , 117 E. Fo urth Ave.,
Conshohocken, Pa., is now a Clini cal
Instructor in Medicine at Jeff.
Dr. Paul M. Selfon, 13116 Foxhall Dr. ,
Silver Spring, Md., presented a paper
at the United States Trade Center in
Milan, Italy in June 1971.
1956
Dr. Joseph Bering, 12 Stoneleigh Dr. ,
Lebanon, Pa., became a Diplomate of
the American Board of Family Practice
in Februa ry 1971.
Dr . Bernard Berne, 250 Westmoreland
Dr., Wil mette, Ill., has been elected
Chairman of the General Practice De-
partment at St. Francis Hospital in
Evanston, Illinois.
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Dr . Paul J. Dugan, 1020 Charleston Cir.,
Roseville, Calif., has been ree lected
Secretary-Treas ure r of the Californ ia
State Board of Medical Examiners.
Dr. John W. Holdcraft, 150 Rugby PI.,
Woodbury, N.J., has been elected Vice-
President of the medical-dental staff of
Underwood Memorial Hosp ital in
Swedesboro, New Jersey.
Dr. Robert C. Magley, 729 W. Highland
Ave., Ebensburg , Pa., has been elected
Director of the staff of Miners Hospital
in Johnstown, Penn sylvania.
Dr. Anthony F. Merlino, 655 Broad St.,
Providence, R.I ., will be listed in the
thirteenth edition of W ho's W ho in
the East.
Dr. Henry H. L. Yim, 45-939 Kame-
hameha Hwy., Kaneobe, H i., writes that
he and classmates Kit Carson and Ray
Brust are enjoying the Hawaiian sun and
look forward to welcoming traveling
classmates.
Dr. Seres
1958
Dr. Thomas F. McGarry, 10885 Crest-
mont Ave., Phil adelph ia, reports that he
passed the subspecialty boards in
cardiovascular disease in April 1970.
Dr. Joel L. Seres, 2800 N. Vancouver
Ave., Por tland, Ore., is practicing neuro-
surgery in Portland . The class of 1971
at the University of Oregon Medical
School selected him for the Oliver M.
Nesbe t Award as ou tstanding voluntary
staff physician. He was recently elected
to the Harvey Cushing Society. He and
Mrs. Seres have four children, David,
th irteen , Barbara, eleven, Steve n, three,
and Andrew, one.
1959
Dr. Charles L. Brodhead, Jr. , U.S. Naval
Hospital, Yokosuka, Japan, Box 65-1808 ,
F.P.O. Seattle, Wash., reports that he
will start a cardio-thoracic surgery
residency at the U.S. Naval Hospital in
San Diego following his tour of duty
in Japan.
Dr. L. Marshall Gold stein, 1680 Meridan
Ave., Suite 318, Miami Beach, Fla., has
been elect ed President of the Florida
Chapter of the Jefferson Alumn i Associ-
at ion. He helped to plan a dinner for
state residents on May 5.
Dr. Stephen R. Murray, 301 S. 22nd St.,
Easton, Pa., has been elected President
of the Easton Hospital staff.
Dr. John J. Sirotnak, Jr. , 310 Dunmore
St., Throop, Pa., was recently certified by
the American Board of Otolaryn gology.
1960
Dr. Gerald P. Collin s, 400 E. 56th St.,
New York, was ap pointed Director of
Clinica l Pathology at St. Vincent's
Medical Center of Staten Island in
November. He is also an Instructor in
Clin ical Pathology at the Down state
Med ical Center in Brooklyn.
Dr. G. Robert Constabl e, 506 Gainsboro
Rd., Drexel Hill, Pa., is Assistant Medi-
cal Director for University Hea lth
Services at the University of Pennsyl-
vania. He also has an internal medicine
practice at the Drexe lbrook Medical
Cen ter in Drexel Hill .
Dr. Neil R. Feins, 29 Accord Pond Dr.,
Hingham, Mass., is Director of Pediatri c
Surgery at Boston City Hospital. He and
his wife have three children.
Dr. Jerome J. Kat chman, 29 Merion Rd.,
Merion Sta tion , Pa ., has returned to .
Jefferson as a dermatology resident after
ten yea rs in general practice.
Dr . David M. Lei vy, 1 Marion La.,
Hunt ington, N.Y., has been pra cticing
neurosurgery on the north shore of Long
Island for the past three years and
recently passed his Board examinations.
Dr . William Mancoll, 17 Cliffmore Rd.,
West Har tford, Conn., and his wife
announce the birth of a daughter, Rachel
Jane, on October 22.
Dr. Raymond A. Rogowski , 51 Wood-
ridge Rd., Thornton, Pa. , writes "We
had the pleasure of seeing classmates
Walter Young and Ed Lipp while visiting
Hawaii recently. Both are doing well in
ENT and orthopaedics respectively.
Wa lter and his lovely wife Joan intro-
duced us to Teryaki and a number_of
Polynesian delights which we thoroughly
enjoyed."
Dr . Myron E. Rosenfeld recently moved
his office for the practice of dermatology
to the Foxcroft Square Apartments in
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania.
1961
Dr. E. Stephen Emanuel, 711 Elena Dr.,
Broomall, Pa., has been appointed to the
Division of Obstetrics and Gynecology
at Lankenau Hospital. He is also on the
faculty at Jefferson and at the
Presbyterian-University of Pennsylvania
Medical Center.
Dr. Marvin Grossman, 319 Cambridge
Rd., Cherry Hill , .J., married Miss
Carol Louise Yeisley on February 4. Dr.
Grossman is Director of the Cardiac
Intensive Care Unit at Our Lady of
Lourdes Hospital in Camden and
practices cardiology in Cherry Hill.
Dr. Robert E. McLaughlin, 1726 Old
Forge Rd., Charlottesville, Va. , is an
Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic
Surgery at the University of Virginia.
Dr. Philip J. Morgan, Jr.,418 Belvedere,
San Francisco, has been elected to the
Executive Council of the San Francisco
Mycological Society. He and his wife
announce the birth of a daughter ,
Maureen Elizabeth, on July 30,1971.
Dr. David A. Skeel , 184 Fitzgerald Dr. ,
Travis Air Force Base, Calif., is Chief of
Urology at David Grant Medical Center
at Travis Air Force Base. He recently
completed a two-year tour of duty in
the Phillipines.
Dr. Dennis M. Wadler, 525 E. 86th St. ,
New York, and his wife announce the
birth of their third child, Susan, in
January 1971. He became a Diplomate
of the American Board of Surgery in
1971 and practices in New York.
1962
Dr. Donald B. Addington announces the
relocation of his offices for the pra ctice
of plastic, maxillofacial and recon-
structive surgery at 3200 Providence
Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska.
Dr. John E. HilIig, Jr., .1006 Reading
Blvd., Wyomissing, Pa. , reports that he
recently passed the Boards in ob/gyn.
He practices with Ted Verb inski '63, and
John Bower '66, in Wyomissing.
Dr; Joseph W. Sokolowski, j - , 206 West-
mont Ave., Haddonfield, N.J. , is Director
of the Respiratory Branch at Our Lady
of Lourdes Hospital in Camden and
Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine
at Jefferson. He has been promoted to
Commander in the naval reserves.
1963
Dr. Robert S. Levitt, 967 Hoover Dr.,
New Brunswick, N.J ., is practicing in
New Brunswick. He became Board Certi-
fied in ob/gyn in 1969. He and his wife ,
Joan, have three children.
Dr. Michael J. Pitt, 3342 CaIle De Beso,
Tucson, Ariz., writes "After completing
my residency in radiology at Jefferson , I
became Assistant Professor of Radiology
at the new medical school at the Uni-
versity of Arizona in Tuscon where I am
heading the section on bone and g.i.
radiology. We now have thr ee children
and completely enjoy living in this area.
Elliott Heiman '63, and Arnold Hol-
lander '62 , are among the Jefferson
alumni in Tu cson."
Dr. Brown
Dr. B. Hoagland Rosania, 16 Pheasant
La. , North Easton, Mass. , joined a group
practice in Brockton, Massachusetts aft er
finishing his orthopaedic residency at
the University of Pittsburgh.
Dr. Joseph A. Slezak, 300 S. Hickory
St., Scottsdale, Pa. , is now a Diplomate
of the American Board of Obstetrics and
Gynecology. He is affiliated with Frick
Community Hospital and the Connells-
ville State Hospital and has offices in
Mount Pleasant and ConneIlsville,
Pennsylvania.
Dr. Stan ley C. Ushins ki, arrows Mall
Office Bldg. , Kingston, Pa., recently
spoke on "The Influence of Environ-
mental Factor on Respiratory Smooth
Muscles to Drugs" at Children's Heart
Hospital in Philadelphia. He also served
as guest lecturer at the National Jewish
Hospital Research Center in Denver
wh ere he participated in a three-da y
program and presented a paper.
1964
Dr. Henry I. Babitt, 4623 Hawksbury
Rd., Baltimore, Md., has been elected to
the Board of Directors of the Central
Maryland Hear t Association.
Dr. Herbert M. Fisher, 1807 Sebastian
Dr. , Burlingame, Calif. , is in a private
practice of internal medicine in San
Francisco. His second son was born
in Octob er.
Dr. Stanley C. Foster, 57 Greylock Rd.,
Newtonville, Mass., is pra cticing radi-
ology at Mount Auburn Hospital in
Cambridge, Massachuset ts.
Dr. Lawrence Green, Rose Valley Rd.,
Wallingford, Pa., is Chief of the Depart-
ment of eurology and Director of the
euro Electr o Diagnostic Lab oratory at
Crozer-Chester Medical Center in
Chester, Penn sylvania. He also is
Assistant Professor of eurology at
Hahnemann Medical CoIlege and
Attending Neurologist at Philadelphia
General Hospital. He marri ed Miss Ann
Buchb erg on August 21, 1970.
Dr. Stephen C. Kauffman, 3301 Golds-
boro Ct. , FaIls Church , Va., reports that
he is moving into a larger office in
Bailey's Cross Roads, Virginia and is
looking for another associate general
pra ctitioner.
Dr. Don B. Knapp, II, Tripier Army
Hospital, Box 39, APO San Francisco,
plans to open an ophthalmology practice
in St. Petersburg, Florida after he is
discharged from the arm y in September.
Dr. Harvey A. Levin, 1060 McFarland
St. , Dun edin , Fla., moved there in April.
He has opened an obs te tr ics and
gynecology pra ct ice.
1965
Dr. Mark D. Brown, 9614 Singleton Dr.,
Beth esda , Md. , is currently serving at
Bethesda Naval Hospital. He passed the
orthopaedic Boards in March 1971 and
was recently awarded a Carl Berg
Traveling FeIl owship. Plan s include
tra vel to Melb ourn e, Hong Kong,
Sweden and throughout the United
States to observe spine surgery
techniques.
Dr. Bernard S. Casel , 1616 Pacific Ave.,
Atlantic City, .J., opened an EN T
pra ctice in Atlantic City in August 1970
and became Board Certified in Novem-
ber 1971. He married Miss Brenda
Houser in 1970.
Dr. Ralph W. Crawford, Jr. , 506 Spruce
St., Philadelphia, opened a new office for
the pra ctice of infertility, gynecology
and gynecologic endocrinology in April.
Dr. Nancy S. Czarnecki, 9410 Academy
Rd. , Philadelphia, has a busy general
pra ctice with her husband. Th ey have
two children, Joey and Andrea.
Dr . Albert A. Dubin, 3324 Chri stmas
Ave., Tucson, Ariz., writes "Have
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recently acq uired an associate. Fa mily is
well. Tucson is great!"
Dr. John Y. Dwoskin, 15 Bondcroft Dr.,
Amhers t, N.Y., is a pediatric urologist
at Childre n's Hospital in Buffalo. In
October he moderated a panel on reflux
at the Uro logy Section of the American
Academy of Pediat rics. He plans to
present a paper at the Ped iatric Session
of the American Urology Associat ion
meetings in May. His thi rd daught er
was born on March 14, 1971.
Dr. Harry N. John , 3626 Port age Ci
South, Stockton, Calif. , is Director of the
obstetrics residency program at San
Joaquin General Hospit al in addi tion to
his priva te pract ice.
Dr. Bruce J. Lanard, 2218 Iroquois Ave.,
Long Beach, Calif., recently married
Dr. Margare t S. Smith. He has started a
pa thology residency at Long Beach
Memorial Hospit al.
Dr. Lawrence P. McGovern , 6008
Golden Valley Rd., Minneapolis, Minn.,
has a general surge ry pract ice in Minne-
apolis. He gave up rugby this year after
spen ding three mon ths in a cast.
Dr . Amilu S. Mart in, 11607 Stonewood
La., Rockville, Md., and her husband,
Alfred '64, plan to open a general
surge ry pra ctice in Denver , Colorad o
th is summer after he is discharged from
the navy. The Mar tins have four
children .
Dr. William F. Renzulli, 1904 Van
Buren St., Wilmington, Del., is practic-
ing internal medicine in Wilmington. He
and his wife announce the birth of their
third daughter in October .
Dr. Samuel Salen , 101 Renn ard Pl. ,
Phil adelphia, plans to open a radiology
practice in Pomona, Californ ia after
completing his residency at Temple
University in Jul y.
Dr. Steven C. Sandler, 9322 Edmonston
Rd., Greenb elt , Md., and his wife an-
nounce the birth of their second son,
Joshua Matthew, on January 22.
Dr. John O. Taylor, Jr ., 10 Berkley PI.,
New port News , Va., is now a Dip lomate
of the American Board of Surgery. He
is currently serv ing at the McDonald
Army Hospital in Fort Eustis, Virginia.
Dr. William B. Wood, 3304 Crown
Cres t Rd., Lexington, Ky., is an Assistant
Professor of Anesth esiology at the
University of Kentucky Med ical Center
and Director of the Anesth esiology
Division at the Veterans Adm inistration
Hospital in Lexington.
1966
Dr . Joseph B. Blood , Jr., 417 Northgate
Rd. , Linden hurst, III., is sta tioned at the
Great Lakes Naval Hospital whe re he
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is a member of the internal medicine
stall.
Dr. James F. Brodey, 630 Fordham Rd.,
Bala Cynwyd , Pa. , plans to move to
Hartford, Connec ticut in July after
finishing his military obliga tion at the
Nava l Hospital in Phil adelphia.
Dr . William V. Chase , BAH Box 52,
APO Sea ttle, Wash., finished a general
surge ry residency at Jeff in Jun e 1971
and is curren tly sta tione d at Bassett
Army Hosp ital in Fairbanks, Alaska
where the temperature reached forty
below th is winter.
Dr. Da vid S. Colville , Mayo Clinic
Graduate School , Rochester, Minn ., and
his wife anno unce the birth of a son,
Mark Ian, on November 6.
Dr . Lynn G. Cranmer, 8062 Sail Cir.,
Hunt ington Beach, Calif., will finish a
two-year tour with the navy in Jul y and
plans to open a dermatology practice in
Oxnard , California . He is now Chief of
Dermatology at the Long Beach 1 ava l
Hospital where classmate George Adams
is in the El T Department.
Dr. Charles M. Dickson, 6 Biddle Blvd.,
Fort Leavenworth , Kans ., reports that
he has finished his residency at Hart ford
Hospital and is now a Major in the
medical corps sta tioned at For t
Leavenworth .
Dr. James S. Dyer, 1211 Vine St.,
Denver, Col., and his wife have
returned from a three-year tour with the
air force in Tokyo. He has sta rted a
radio therapy residency at Presbyterian
Med ical Center in Denver.
Dr. Robert Fisher , 4070 College Ave.,
Ellicott City, Md. , was appointed
Clinical Director of Taylor Memorial
Hospit al in July 1971.
Dr. Joseph A. C. Girone , 1779 Cindy La.,
Hatfield , Pa., plans to practice in
Telford , Pennsylvan ia, af ter completing
a pediatric habilitation fellowship
in Jun e.
Dr . Daniel J. Kelly , Nav al Hospital,
Great Lakes, III., was recently certified
by the American Board of Path ologists.
He and his wife, Lois, have one son,
Britton.
Dr. Ira Lable, 501 Beacon St., Boston,
plans to join the full-time psychiatry
staff of Massachus etts General Hospital ,
Lindemann Mental Health Cen ter,
Harvard Medical School.
Dr. Arthur B. Lintgen, 3965 Country-
wood La. , Hatboro, Pa., will star t
pra cticing internal medicine at Abington
Memorial Hospital in July af ter com-
plet ing a two-year tour with the army .
Dr . Burton Mass, 170 E. Fariston Dr .,
Philad elphia, is specializing in diseases
of the ches t and interna l med icine. He
recently presented two papers and co-
au thored a third dea ling with induction
of experimen tal emp hysema.
Dr. Henry E. Newman, 9 Carson Dr. ,
Charleston, S.C., en tered the navy in
July after completing a two-year NJ.H.
fellowship in cardiology at Temple
University Hospital. He became a
Diplomate of the American Board of
Internal Medicine in March 1971.
Dr. Arthur J. Schatz, 251 W. DeKalb
Pike, King of Prussia, Pa. , will complete
his mili tary obligation in July.
Dr. Paul L. Schraeder, 5523 Gettle Ave.,
Madison, Wisc., will join the neurology
facu lty at the University of Wisconsin
in July. He will be in charge of the
Regional Epi lepsy Referral Center at
the Madison VA Hospital. He and his
wife have two children, Maria and
Ellen Louise .
Dr . Michael D. Strong, 1208 Lantern
Sq., Ph iladelphia, has been named a
Clinica l Fellow of the American Cancer
Socie ty.
Dr. Marvin S. Wetter, 70-35 260th St.,
Glen Oaks, N.Y., is a urology resident
at Queens Hospital Center.
1967
Dr. G. Thomas Balsbau gh has joined the
radiology department at the Hersh ey
Medical Center of Penn State University .
Dr. Joseph J. Giombetti, 410 Clarkson
Ave., Jessup, Pa., has been appointed to
the medical staff of Allied Services for
the Hand icapped . He also is a member
of Lackawanna Medical Group. He and
his wife have two children.
Dr. Anthon y M. Padula, Department of
Surgery, Jefferson Medical College,
Philadelphia, is serving a three-month
tour with Project Hope's land-based
program in Jamaica. He will serve as
spea ker for the class at the reunion
clinics on Jun e 7.
Dr. Elliot J. Rayfield, U.S. Army Medical
Research Institute of Infectious
Diseases, Ft. Detrick, Frederick, Md., is
now a Diplomate of the American
Board of Internal Med icine. He is a
research endocrinologis t at the U.S.
Army Med ical Research Institute of
Infect ious Diseases.
Dr. Alan H. Wolson , Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital , Philadelph ia,
married Miss Gail Ste inberg on Decem -
ber 8. He is a resident in radiology.
1968
Dr. Joel M. Barish, 240 W. Queen St.,
Inglewood, Calif:, is a resident in
medicine at UCLA and his wife, Carole,
is a pediatrics intern at Harbor General
Hospital.
Dr. Paul R. Bosanac, 14 Acron Cir.,
Towson, Md., is a rena l fellow at Johns
Hopkins Hospital. His daughter, Tracey
Lynn , was born on October 21.
Dr. John D. Frost, 230 W. Mah oning
St., Danville, Pa., plans to begin the
four th year of an orthopae dic surgery
residency at the State Hospital for
Cr ippled Children in Eli zab ethtown,
Pennsylvania in July.
Dr. Clifford A. Gordon, 470 Stratford
Rd., Brooklyn, N.Y., and his wife
annou nce the birth of a daughter , Shara
Lynn , on Decemb er 28.
Dr. William K. Grossman, 440 S. 43rd
St., Ph iladelph ia, is a second-year
psychiatric resident at the Institute of
the Pennsylvania Hospit al.
Dr . Garth A. Koniver, 2760 W. Country
Club Rd., Philadelphia, has been
named a Clin ical Fe llow of the American
Can cer Society.
Dr. Mark R. Stein , 209 th General
Dispensary, APO New York 09165,
plans to star t a residency in intern al
medicine at Letterman General Hospital
in San Francisco after completing two
and a half years in Hanau , Germ any
with the army in July.
Dr. Frank R. Walchak, 1426 Hooli Cir. ,
Pearl City, Hi. , will begin pre-plastic
surgery train ing in July at Good
Samar itan Hospit al and Medical Center
in Portland , Oregon. He is completing
a two and a half year tour in Hawaii as
a submarine medical officer.
1969
Dr. Da vid J. Addis , 34 Budh ollow La.,
Willingboro, N.J., is a second-year
surgery resident at Cooper Hospital in
Camden, New Jersey.
Dr. Lawrence S. Berman, 3004 Heather
Rd., Folcroft, Pa. , is an anesth esiology
resident at the Hospit al of the University
of Pennsylvania.
Dr. Peter R. Bonafide, 12 Town e House
Rd., Hamden, Conn. , is specializin g in
obste trics and gynecology at Yale-New
Haven Medical Center. He married Miss
Maria Christina Zito ort September 25.
Dr. Stanley N. Brand, 394-B Nicholson
Rd., Ft. Sheridan, Ill. , and his wife
ann ounce the birth of their second child,
Andr ew Henry, on March 31, 1971. In
Jun e Dr. Brand will begin the second
year of a medical residency at Brooke
General Hospital, Fort Sam Houston in
San Antonio, Texas.
Dr. Walter J, Finnegan, 2520 Lynwood
Dr., Salt Lake City, Utah, plans to
return to Phil ad elphia in Jul y to begin a
residency in or thopaedic surgery at the
University of Penn sylvania. He and his
wife have three children, Kathleen ,
Robert and Tracey.
Dr . Carol B. Hersh, 3336 Jefferson Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohi o, began a fellowship in
neo na tology at Cin cinn at i Children's
Hospit al in January.
Dr. Thomas A. Lane, 5001 Seminary
Rd., Alexand ria , Va., was drafted af ter
completing a yea r of medical residency
at Mary Hit chcock Hospit al in New
Hampshire and is now at DeWitt Army
Hospit al in Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
Dr. Robert D. Meringolo, 7925 Narrows
Ave., Brooklyn , N.Y., has just returned
from Vietn am where he served in
public health with the coast guard. He
plans to begin a residency in medicine at
St. Luke's Hospit al in ew York in Jul y.
Dr. Vincent T. Randazzo, 5115
Wissahickon Ave., Phil adelphia, will
begin a hematology fellowship at Temple
University Hospital in July.
Dr. Stephen M. Schwartz, 12 Poplar St.,
Danville, Pa., is a second year residen t
in otolaryngology at the Geisinger
Medical Center. He and his wife
announce the birth of their second
daughter , Beth, in October.
Dr. Barry S. Smith, 193 Crescent Ave.,
Louisville, Ky., and his wife announce
the birth of a son, Ch ristopher Michael,
on October 5.
Dr. James W. Townsend, je., Birchwood
Hill , 5115 Wissahickon Ave., Philad el-
phi a, marri ed Miss Pamela Ruth Roberts
in Decemb er.
Dr. Edward B. Yellig, 3045 Jackson St.,
San Francisco, is serving a two-
year tour with the navy at Treasure
Island in San Francisco.
1970
Dr. James B. Carty, Jr., 1000 Walnut
St., Philadelphia, is an ophthalmology
resident a t Wills Eye Hospital.
Dr. John F. Dmochowski, 891 Murray
Rd., NAS, Meridi an , Miss., will be
stationed in Meridi an until Augu st 1973.
He married Miss Helene Kovach on
May 1,1971.
Dr. Richard M. Feldman, 10372 Faulk-
ner Ridge, Columbia, Md. , is now Chief
of Em ergency Room Services a t Kim-
brough Army Hospit al in Fort George
G. Meade, Maryland.
Dr. Robert M. Lumish, 3471 5th Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., is plannin g to complete
a residency in medicine at Montefiore
Hospit al at the Universi ty of Pittsburgh
next year.
Dr. Richard L. Nemiroff , 602 N. Haddon
View Apts. , Westm ont, N.}., and his
wife anno unce the birth of a son, Cra ig
Matthew, on ovember 1.
Dr. John Reichel, III, 333 Leland Ave.,
Palo Alto, Calif. , is a first year resident
in plastic and reconstruct ive surgery at
Stanford University.
Dr. Peter V. Scoles, 3174 Riverv iew Cir.,
Columbus, Ohio, has a research fellow-
ship in orthopaedics for 1972-73. He
married Miss Regina M. Curtis in
August 197 1.
1971
Dr. Joseph W. Kozielski, 1910 Hopkin-
son House, Washington Sq. S., Philadel-
phia, will begin an orthopaedic
residency in July.
Dr. Theodore G. Probst, 2736 Inde-
pendence Ave., Bronx, .Y., reports that
his daughter Michelle Lynn was born
on July 2, 197 1, the second day of his
intern ship at Columbia Presbyter ian
Medical Center.
Dr. John H. Read, 41 icholas Brown
Yard, Providence, R.I. , hopes to stay at
Rhode Island Hospital for a one-year
surg ical residency and trainin g in
urology.
Dr . Stephen C. Silver, 2301 N. Front St.,
Harrisburg, Pa., plans a second year of
surgical residency at the Cleveland
Clinic, Cleveland, Ohi o, after he com-
pletes a surg ical internship and first year
residency at Harrisburg Polyclinic
Hospital in July.
GS
S. Lauretta Pierce, Ph .D ., 4147 Locust
La., Harrisburg, Pa., has been appointed
Assistant Professor of Nurs ing at the
Hersey Medical Center of Pennsylvania
Sta te University.
Robert A. Vuko vich, Ph .D. , is now
Assistant Clinical Pharmacology Director
at Th e Squ ibb Institute for Medical
Research in New Brun swick, New Jersey.
Reception
during
The Meetings
of the
American Medical Association
Tuesday, June 20
6 P.M.
The Marine Memorial Club
609 Sutter Street
San Francisco
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Obituary
Victor G. Heiser, 1897
Died on F ebruary 27,1972 in New
York at the age of ninety-nine . He
began his career in public health in
the Marine Health Service, forerunner
of the United Stat es Public Health
Service. From 1903 to 1914 he served
as Chief Quarantine Officer and lat er
Directo r of Health in the Phillipine
Islands whe re he developed new
san itation me thods and introduced
preve ntive medicine. He joined the
Rockefeller Foundation as Director
of the Eas t for the International
Health Board in 1914. For the next
twenty years he traveled throughout
the world sprea ding medical knowl-
edge. His autobiography, An Am eri-
can Doctor's Odyssey, was published
in 1936 and became one of th e coun-
try's best sellers .
Subsequently Dr. Heiser becam e
Advisor on Occupational Medicine
for the National Association of Manu-
fac turers and spent tw enty-five yea rs
developing ways to reduce industrial
accidents and death s.
One of Dr. Heiser's lifelon g in-
terests was the control of leprosy.
While he was in the Phillipines he
established the first leper colony
there. Later he served as President of
the Intern ational Leprosy Associ-
ation and received th e Damien-
Dutton Awa rd for his service in 1969.
Many other honors we re bestowed
on Dr. Heiser throughout his caree r.
He held honorary degrees from Jef-
ferson , Rutgers Universi ty, Th iel Col-
lege and Temple University. In 1968
he received th e Jefferson Alumni
Achievement Award.
Edmond Doak, 1901
Died on D ecember 19, 1971 at the
age of nin ety-three.
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Paul R. Wentz, 1907
Died recently.
R. Spencer Wood, 1907
Died on July 12,1971 at the age of
nin ety-one. For many yea rs he prac-
ticed in Waco, Texas where he was
on the staff of Providence Hospital.
He was a past President of the Me-
Lenn an Coun ty Medical Association.
Benjamin F . Royal, 1909
Died on September 26, 1971 in Dur-
ham, N.C. at the age of eighty-six.
Edward L. Moore, 1911
Died on August 22, 1971.
William R. Klingensmith, 1913
Died on November 8, 1971.
Paul F. Kerstetter, 1914
Died on January 12, 1972.
B. Franklin Morgan, 1914
Died on ovember 18, 1971 at the
age of eighty. Dr. Morgan was a Fel-
low of the American Coll ege of Ob-
stetricians and Gynecologists and a
member of the American Acad emy of
Family Physicians.
Frederick W. Dershimer, 1915
Died on March 9,1972 in West Ches-
ter , Pa. 'at the age of eighty-one. A
psychiatri st, he worked at the Rocke-
feller Foundation and DuPont in
addition to his private practice. His
wife, Vincey, a son and a dau ghter
survive.
Humbert A. GraneIIi, 1915
Died on August 7, 1971 at the age of
eigh ty-one.
Samu el J. Burrows, 1917
Died on ovember 7, 1971 in Chicago
at the age of eighty-five. He founded
the Burrows Hospital there and served
as its Medical Director and Superin-
tendent. A member of the staffs of
Grant, Augustana and American Hos-
pit als, he was on the facul ty of the
University of Illinois College of
Medicine.
David Metheny, 1923
Died on February 17,1972.
AU C. Johnson, 1925
Died on January 21,1972 in Great
Falls, Mont. at the age of seventy-
three. A general practitioner and
allergist, he had practiced in Great
Fa lls since 1928 and was a member
of the American College of Allergists.
Surviving are his wife, Gladys, three
da ughters and a son.
Myer Somers, 1927
Died on Decemb er 28, 1971 in Phila-
delphia at the age of sixty-eight. An
internist, he was on the staff of Ein-
stein Medical Center , northern divi-
sion . Surviving are his wife, Hannah,
and two sons, one of whom is
Dr. Herber t J. Somers '59.
Merle M. Miller, 1930
Died on February 26, 1972 in Miami
Beach, Fla. at the age of sixty-eight.
An allergist, he practiced in Philadel-
ph ia and was a member of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine faculty. He was a memb er
of the American College of Physicians.
Surv iving are his wife, Buvel, and
two stepsons.
Solomon S. Bobes, 1933
Died on December 29, 1971.
Michael Bolus, 1934
Died on October 20, 1971 in Raleigh,
.C. at the age of sixty-two. A
dermatologist, he was a member of
the faculty of the Duke University
Schoo l of Medi cine and of the staffs
of the Rex and St. Agnes Hospitals.
Harry R. Brindle, 1935
Died on Jun e 10, 1971.
Solomon Keesal , 1938
Died on December 12, 1971 in Phila-
delph ia. A boa rd member of the
I ational Urological Society, Dr.
Keesal was a Clinical Associate in
Uro logy at Jefferson. His wife, Mina,
a son, Dr. Richard W. Keesal '64,
and a daughter survive him.
Joseph A. Mira, 1939
Died on December 14,1971 in West
Ches ter, Pa, at the age of sixty-one.
An ophthalmologist, he was on the
staffs of Will s Eye and Chester
County Hospitals. He is survived by
his wife, Freda, a daughter and a son.
Theo. H. Boysen, III, 1940
Died on January 12, 1972. Surviving
are his wife, Della, two sons, two
daughters and four step-children.
Richard J. Lempke, 1944S
Died on March 8, 1972 in Wayne, N.J.
at the age of fifty-three. After prac-
ticing as an internist in Jersey City
and Easton, Pennsylvania, he joined
the Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York in 1955 and became
Second Vice-President and Chief
Medical Officer in 1960. His wife,
Elizabe th, four daughters and a son
survive. Dr. Lempke was President of
Jefferson's Northern New Jersey
Alumni Chapter at the time of
his death.
Irving K. Perlmutter, 1944S
Died on February 9, 1972 in Maple-
wood, N.J. at the age of fifty-six. He
was a past Director of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at Beth Israel Medical
Center in Newark and had served as
Associate Attending Obstetrician and
Gynecologist at St. Barnabas Hos-
pital in Livingston. His wife, Helen,
two sons and a daughter survive him.
R. John Gould, 1955
Died on January 22, 1972 at the age
of forty-two. A radiologist, he was a
member of the American Roentgen
Ray Society and the Philadelphia
Roentgen Society. He was a con-
sultant for Philadelphia General and
Haverford State Hospitals and a
member of the faculty at Medical
College of Pennsylvania . Surviving
are his wife, Jerry, two daughters
and a son.
Hu gh W. Ashmore, 1956
Died on January 20, 1972 of a brain
hemorrhage in Huntington, N.Y. He
was forty. A pathologist, he became
Deputy Chief County Medical
Examiner for Suffolk County in 1964.
He was a member of the Suffolk
County Medical Society and the
American College of Physicians.
Surviving are his wife, Barbara, a
daughter and four step-daughters .
Paul S. Goodritz, 1964
Died on January 5, 1972 in an auto-
mobile accident. An internist, Dr.
Goodritz practiced in Ambler, Penn-
sylvania and was on the staff of
Chestnut Hill Hospital. His mother
survives him.
Judson H. Kimmel, 1968
Died on December 3,1971. His wife,
Deborah, and a son survive him.
Heinrich Brieger, Faculty
Died on February 12, 1972 at his
home in Philadelphia at the age of
seventy-six. A leading authority on
occupational and toxicologic medi-
cine, Dr. Berger joined the faculty in
1945 as Professor of Preventive
Medicine. He retired in 1966. Sur-
viving are his wife, Gabrielle, three
sons and two daughters.
William J. Hitschler, Faculty
Died on March 18, 1972 at his home
in Philadelphia at the age of sixty-
seven. An ENT specialist, he prac-
ticed in Abington and Chestnut Hill.
He was a former Chief of Staff at
Chestnut Hill Hospital and an Hon-
orary Associate in Otolaryngology
at Jefferson. His wife, Josephine, two
daughters and a son survive.
GIFT IN MEMORIAM
The Governin g Board of the
Pennywis e Shop has announced an
unrestricted gift of $2,500 to
Thomas Jefferson University Hos-
pita l in memory of Mrs. Mabel
Pew Myrin. Mrs. Myrin was a co-
found er and generous supporter
of the thrift shop which is located
in Ardmore.
Fifth Annual Jefferson Art Exhibit
Sponsored by the FaCUlty Wives Club of Jefferson Medical College
May 30 to June 9, 1972, Jefferson Alumni Hall
r----------------------------- - - -
Entry Form for Jefferson Art Exhibit
Name- - - - - - - _
Address _
Department_ _ _ _ Class- __
Mail App lications to
Mrs. John H. Hodges, Chairman
Alumni Office
Jefferson Medical College
1020 Loc ust Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Jefferson Affil iat ion _
Titlei _
Title _
Size _
Size, _
Medium Used _
Medium Used- - -
Basic care of exh ibits will
be provided but all entr ies
will be subm itted at own
risk.
Exhibit £..2 _
Exhibit 1 _
A non-competitive exh ibition des igned
to provide an opportunity for shar ing
artistic endeavors wi th all Jefferson-
ians. Works in all med ia (oil , wate r-
color, pastel , sculpture, photography,
tapestry, ceramic, meta lies, etc .) are
acceptable. Exhibits lim ited to two per
person . Forward applications immedi-
ately. Entries will be received on
Wednesday, May 24, room 139, Jeffer-
son Hall , betwee n 9 A.M. and 4 P.M.
Entr ies must be ready for exh ibit ing.
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Officers and Executive Committee of the Alumni Association
1972-1973
President: John H. Hodges, M.D., '39
President-Elect : Paul A. Bowers, M.D., '37
Vice-President: J. Wallace Davis, M.D., '42
Vice-President: John Y. Templeton , III, M.D., '41
Vice-President: William H. Baltzell, M.D., '46
Vice-President: John J. Gartland, M.D., S'44
Secretary: orman J. Quinn, Jr., M.D., '48
Treasurer: \V. Bosley Manges, M.D., S'44
C. Ea rl Albrecht, M.D. , '32
Peter Amadio, Jr., M.D., '58
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George M. Arnas, M.D., '56
John B. Atkinson, M.D. , '48
Benjamin Bacharach , M.D ., '56
Will iam H. Baltzell , M.D ., '46
Edward L. Bauer, M.D., '14
J. Bernard Bernstin e, M.D ., '22
Henry L. Bockus, M.D. , '17
Eugene F. Bonacci, M.D. , '56
Winslow J. Borkowski, M.D. , '43
Francis F. Borzell, M.D. , '06
Paul A. Bowers, 1\1.0 ., '37
Edward C. Britt , M.D. , '33
Robert L. Breckenridge, M.D. ,],44
Harold J. Byron, M.D., '54
Gera ld E. Callery, M.D. , '43
Rudolph C. Cam ishion, M.D. , '54
Abrah am Cantarow, M.D. , '24
John P. Capelli, M.D ., '62
Ralph A. Carabasi, Jr., M.D. , '46
Mario A. Castallo , M.D. , '29
John Cheleden, M.D ., '32
James E. Clark, M.D. , '52
Louis H. Clerf, M.D ., '12
Isadore S. Cohen, M.D ., '39
Herbert E. Cohn, M.D., '55
Joe H. Coley, M.D., '34
Samuel S. Conly, Jr., M.D. , S'44
Jerome M. Cotler, M.D. , '52
Samuel Cresson, M.D ., '43
J . Wallace Davis, M.D., '42
Leonard S. Davitch, M.D. , '43
Anthony F. DePalm a, M.D. , '29
John J. DeTuerk, M.D ., '38
Th omas G. Dineen, M.D ., '42
John J . Dowling, M.D., '47
William Eliades, M.D., '58
Robe rt L. Eva ns, M.D. , '52
Stewar t E. First, M.D ., '56
Paul H. Fried, M.D., '39
Kenneth E . Fry, M.D., '31
Elmer H. Funk, Jr. , M.D ., '47
John J. Gartland, M.D., S'44
Irvin M. Gerson, M.D ., ]'44
John H. Gibbon, Jr ., M.D., '27
Basil Giletto, M.D ., '37
Warr en P. Goldburgh, M.D. , '52
John W. Goldschmid t, M.D., '54
Franz Goldstein, M.D ., '53
George F. Gowen, M.D ., '52
Raymond C. Grandon, M.D., '45
Reynold S. Griffith, M.D., '18
William K. Grossman, M.D., '68
Willi am V. Harrer, M.D ., '62
Benjamin F. Haskell, M.D. , '23
George J. Haupt, M.D. , '48
John H. Hodges, M.D ., '39
Ed mund L. Housel, M.D ., '35
William T. Hunt, Jr., M.D ., '27
James M. Hunter, M.D ., '53
Marvin E. Jaffe, M.D., '60
Malcolm Kates, M.D., '59
Baldwin L. Keyes, M.D ., '17
John A. Koltes, Jr., M.D. , '47
Warr en R. Lang, M.D. , '43
James H. Lee, Jr ., M.D. , '45
Willi am T. Lemmon, M.D., '21
Willi am T. Lemm on, Jr. , M.D ., '60
Sidney S. Lerner, M.D., '47
Daniel W. Lewis, M.D., ]'44
Marvin M. Lindell, Jr. , M.D ., '49
John N. Lindqui st , M.D ., '43
John E. Livingood, M.D ., '13
Leopo ld S. Loewenberg, M.D., '56
Joseph P. Long, M.D ., '39
Herbert A. Luscombe, M.D., '40
Joseph F. McCloskey, M.D. , '43
Vincent T. McD ermott, M.D ., '26
John J . McKeown , Jr., M.D., '47
Lawrence J. McSt ravog, M.D ., '45
James V. Mackell, M.D ., '46
Robert C. Mackowiak, M.D., '64
John Maerz, M.D. , '5 1
Martin M. Mandel, M.D., '47
W. Bosley Manges, M.D ., S'44
Herbe rt C. Mansmann, Jr., M.D., '51
Gera ld Marks, M.D., '49
Philip J. Marone, M.D ., '57
Joseph Medoff, M.D., '39
Lawrence J. Mellon, Jr., M.D ., '59
Thomas B. Mervine, M.D., '40
Bruce B. Mont gomery, M.D ., '60
John B. Mont gomery, M.D., '26
Thaddeus L. Mont gome?;" M.D. , '20
Melvin L. Moses, M.D., 62
Austin P. Murray, M.D. , '58
John A. Murray, M.D ., '3 1
Richard L. Nemiroff, M.D ., '70
John J. O'Keefe, M.D ., '37
John R. Patterson, M.D., '54
George R. Pechstein, M.D., '48
Leon A. Peris, M.D ., '55
Henry H. Perlman, M.D ., '18
Louis Pieru cci, jr., M.D., '55
Edward Podgorski, M.D., '54
Paul J . Poinsard, M.D ., '41
Robert Poole, M.D ., '53
John R. Preh atny, M.D., '57
Norm an J. Qu inn, Jr ., M.D ., '48
Abraham E. Rakoff, M.D., '37
Eileen L. Rand all, Ph .D.
Joseph F. Rodgers, M.D. , '57
C. Ju les Rominger, M.D., '48
Harold Rovner, M.D., '49
Marshall C. Rumbaugh, M.D., '08
Joseph J. Rupp, M.D., '42
Marie O. Russell, M.D., '70
William A. Rutter , M.D., '57
J . Woodrow Savacool, M.D., '38
Russell W. Schaedler, M.D ., '53
athan S. Schlezinger, M.D., '32
Hamm ell P. Shipps, M.D., '26
l orman J. Skversky, M.D., '39
Stanton N. Smullens, 1.0., '61
Martin J. Sokoloff, M.D ., '20
Robert W. Solit, M.D., '61
Richard R. Soricelli, M.D ., '60
Charles G. Steinm etz, Ill , M.D., '48
Harold L. Stewart, M.D., '26
Francis J. Sweeney, jr., M.D., '51
Edward A. Teit elm an , M.D., '63
John Y. Templeton , III, M.D., '41
Peter A. Theodos, M.D ., '35
William J. Tourish, M.D., '28
Nicholas R. Varano, M.D., '36
Frederick B. Wagner, Jr., M.D., '41
John S. Walker, M.D., '46
Th eod ore \V. \Vasserman, M.D., '61
Burton L. Wellenb ach , M.D ., ]'44
William H. Whiteley, III , M.D., '43
George J. Wi llauer , M.D., '23
John F. Wilson , M.D., '37
C. Wilm er Wirts, M.D. , '34
Paul D. Zimskind, M.D., '57
A1&ka-C. Ea rl Albrecht, '32
AlabaT1Ul-Thomas B. Patt on, '41
Arizona-Freder ick M. Kenan , '37
Arkansas- V incent O. Lesh, '32
California-Clyd e C. Gree ne, Jr. , '4 1
Colarado-To be annou nced
Connecticut-Maxwell E. Hagedorn , '45
Delaware-Charles F . Richards, '42
District of Columbia-Adolph Friedman , '43
Florida-John Ch eled en, '32
Georgia-Albert S. Johnson, Jr ., '41
Ha waii-Richard D. Moore, ]'44
Idaho-Claude W. Barrick, '45
Ill ina is-Henry A. Seidenber&, '46
Indiana-John B. White, j-, 45
Iowa-Sterlin g A. Barr ett, '34
Kansas-To be announced
Kentucky-Edward W. Connelly, '42
Lou isiana-Frank L. Bryant, '27
Main e-Richard V. Duffey, '50
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State and Service Vice-Presidents
. Maryland-W. Royce Hod ges, '31
Massachusetts- Eu gene W. Beau champ, '23
Michigan-John T. Geneczko, '51
Minn esota-David A. Boyd , '30
Mississippi-Noel C. Wo mack, Jr ., '47
Missouri-Rollin H. Smith, '31
Montana-Andrew J. Wehler, '47
Nebraska-Stanley F. Nabity, '49
Nevada-Charles J. Kilduff, '45
New Hampshire-Philip M. L. Forsberg, '36
New Jersey-Frederick C. DeTroia, '35
New Mexico-Marshall L. Clevenger, 'SO
New York-Morris Amateau , '23
North Carolina-C. Hal Chaplin, '53
North Dakota-William F. Hook, '61
Ohio-To be an nounced
Oklahoma-Ace H. Coley, '34
Oregon-William W . Hicks, Jr ., '53
Pennsylvania
Western- T. Ewing Thompson '33
Central- T o be announced
Eastem-John J. Gill, '41
Rhode Island-Henry. B. Fletcher, '40
South Carolina-Joseph Hodge, '52
South Dakota-Wayne A. Geib, '39
Tennessee-David B. Karr , '30
Texas-Charles L. Liggett, S'44
Utah-James W. Webster, S'44
Vermont-George J. Ravit , '31
Vi rginia- Wa lter J. Brennan, S'44
W ashington-Ronald Tocantins, '54
W est Virginia-Josep h P. Seltzer, '37
W isconsin-To be anno unced
Wyoming-Theodore L. Holman, '45
Puerto Rico- Simon Piovanetti, '51
U.S. Air Force-Maxwell Steel, Jr. , ]'44
U.S. Army-John C. Cressler , '41
U.S. Navy-W illiam T. Lineberry, '45
Veterans Administration-Rodney A. Farmer, 41
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cal education and manpower tra ining. Grass-roots movements for
the development and organization of health care are springing up
all around us. In such a dynamic situation, I am indeed glad that
I decided to cast my lot with Jefferson thirteen years ago.
You will recall that, when he was inaugurated as President in
May 1967, Doctor Herbut announced his intention to lead an
effort to convert the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia into
a medically-oriented university to be known as Thomas Jefferson
Univ ersity. Planning was immediately initiated for institutional
reorganization, accreditation, the development of new and ex-
panded curricula, and oth er proj ects which culminated in April
1969 in the receipt of a new charter and the adoption of the new
name. Th en in November 1969, the Trustees sponsored a two-day
retreat, to which were invited administra tive offi cers and depart-
ment heads of Jefferson, to consider the pr esent status of the Uni-
versity and to begin to chart its future direction. Among the
decisions made at that meetin g was one to establish a Committee
for Master Planning, to consist of representatives of the Trustees,
th e faculties of th e several school s, stud ents, alumni , and the
administration. I appointed thi s Committee in January 1970, and
designated Frederic L. Ballard , Esq. , Vice-Chairman of the Board,
to be its Chairman.
At its first several meetin gs in 1970, the Commit tee deliberat ed
how to approach the planning pro cess. Two different concepts
became visibl e : a ) the Committee should establish institut ional
goals and then evalua te Jefferson 's capacity to achieve them;
b ) a thorough study should be conducted of all aspects of the
present institu tion so that the subsequent definition of the institu-
tional mission and the establishment of goals by the Committee
would be informed decisions.
Th e Committee decid ed to begin wit h an invento ry of the
present institution. During the first year, at bi-monthly meetin gs,
efforts were made to learn as much as possible abo ut the present
sta tus of Jefferson in all respects- its academic programs, its
patient care faciliti es, its community services, its research activities,
its students , its faculty, its tru stees, its staff, its finances, its
strengths and weaknesses.
In its delib erations during 1971, the Committee sought from all
parts of Jefferson, many ideas and concepts on which directions
and forms the medically-oriented uni versity should take during
the decad e of the seventies. During the last few weeks of 1971, all
this material was brought togeth er in a prelimin ary compen dium
and the Committee issued an interim report. You will find a sum-
mary of that report in another part of this Bulletin, prepared by
George M. Norwood, our Vice-President for Planni ng. I very much
hop e that you will read it carefully and that it will generate from
you some sort of respon se. We are, of course, in close liaison at all
times with your Alumni represent atives on our Board of Trustees
and the Alumni Association officers. The plan for the future of
Jefferson must certainly take into account the wishes, the hopes
and dreams of its most-pri zed asset-its Alumni. Th e naming of
Jefferson Alumni Hall in your honor is a splendid way to give
recognition to your Association.
Th is is th e first time in thirteen years that I have had an opportun-
ity to communicate directly with you through your Bulletin . I am
truly grateful. I extend to you best wishes from your Alma Mater.
Dr •. Elmer H. Funk, Jr. '47
510 Millbrook Rd.
Devon, Pa. Chester Co. 19333
